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AN INVESTIGATION OF "TEACHING MACHINE" VARIABLES

USING LEARNING PROGRAMS IN SYMBOLIC LOGIC

J. L. Evans, R. Glaser, and L. E. Homme

University of Pittsburgh

The purpose of the present study was three-fold:

(a) To explore the suitability of a task in symbolic logic

as a general experimental task to be presented with learning programs

of the teaching-machine type;

(b) To develop a standard learning program with features which

would facilitate further research in the area of programmed learning

and to develop reliable criterion measures of the material presented

on the program.

(c) To investigate the effects of variations in method of

responding, immediacy of feedback, and program construction on measures

of rate of learning and on immediate and delayed performance measures.

Moore and Anderson first suggested the use of a symbolic-logic

task drawn from that branch of logic known as the "calculus of pro-

positions" for use in studies of human problem solving. Many of the

features which make the calculus of propositions desirable as a problem-

solving task also obtain when it is used as a learning task. The

following list points out features which make such a calculus a partic-

ularly appropriate subject matter for investigations in programmed learn-

ing:
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1. No assumption of previous training beyond being able to

read and follow written instructions needs to be made.

2. Few subjects are likely to have experience with the subject

matter.

3. Programs in symbolic logic can be used over a wide range of

age and education.

4. Problems of any desired degree of complexity can be generated.

5. Length of program can be shortened or expanded as desired.

6. A number of dependenta.variable measures are available.

7. Learning time appears to fall within practical limits.

8. The task appears intrinsically motivating enough for ex-

perimental purposes.

9. Detailed records of subjects behavior both during the pro-

gram and on criterion measures can be kept.

10. Isomorphic and formal relationships between the calculus of

propositions and topics such as the calculus of classes, Boolean algebra,

and switching-circuit operations make possible a large number of studies

in the area of transfer of training.

In the experiment six independent groups of ten college students

each learned to construct short deductive proofs involving fifteen

postulates in symbolic logic. Individual items of the program were

typed on 5" x 8" index cards. Two experimental treatments involved a

systematic program in which both the type and sequence of items followed

a fixed pattern for each of the postulates. Both groups using this

program composed or constructed their answers to each item, and wrote

each response on a separate sheet of 3" x 5" answer pad. One group

did, and one group did not, use a review panel containing a list of the

postulates. The remaining four treatments used a less systematic program

which had been developed previous to the more formalized ("Ruleg")

program.

For the groups with the less systematic program, four different

modes of responding to the items in the program were used. One group

wrote out, or composed, their responses to items in the program. On

frames calling for multiple responses, subjects had to complete all

responses before checking their responses on the back of the card. A
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second group also composed their answers, but received immediate know-

ledge of results on items involving more than one response. This was

arranged by giving them printed answer sheets which they covered with a

mask and exposed individual answers after making the corresponding

response. A third group had the correct answer present on the front

of the item and were not required to make any overt written response at

all. A fourth group selected the correct response from a set of

multiple-choice answers at the bottom of the item. They then checked

these choices with the answers on the back of the progragard.

A true-false test, a test involving recall of each of the rules,

and a test requiring short deductive proofs were constructed to sample

different aspects of the behavior learned. These tests were administered

after the experimental learning sequence, and three parallel retention

tests were given after a period of one week.

Dependent lieasures were time spent on the learning programs,

time spent on the six performance tests, and number of errors made on

the performance tests. The following conclusions were drawn on the

basis of analysis of the data obtained.

1) Experimental variations in mode oT responding significantly

affect learning time. Ss not required to make an overt written response

to each item can complete a learning program in about 15% of the time

required for composition or multiple-choice responding,,

2) Criterion performance in terms of error scores is not

significantly affected by mode of responding, including no overt

responding at all.

3) Systematically constructed programs can produce, in less

learning time, criterion performance comparable with that of a less

systematic program.

4) Ss who respond non-'overtly to learning programs take

significantly more time on performance tests which immediately follow

the program than do Ss who make their responses overtly. Such differ-

ences in test time disappear after a retention period of one week.

5) Differential retention effects were observed as a function

of the type of criterion performance measured. Error scores on true-

false test decreased significantly, error scores on recall tests showed

slight but significant increases; on tests involving construction of
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deductive proofs, no significant changes were observed after one week.

6) No significant relationships were observed between perform-

ance following programmed learning and retention, mathematical ex-

perience, or college class.

Two premises of modern learning theory are that organisms learn

by doing and that organisms learn best when correct responses are

followed by immediate confirmation or feedback. In the present study,

Ss learned an overt task while responding implicitly, and delays in

confirmation up to five minutes had little effect on criterion perform-

ance. The following discussion is an attempt to account for these

anomalous results and to point out what apparently is a fundamental

difference between programmed and non-programmed approaches to the

study of verbal learning.

Classical techniques for the investigation of verbal learning are

characterized by the precautions taken to prevent learning from occurring.

Nonsense- syllable lists are standardized for low-association values;

concept-formation problems contain irrelevant stimulus dimensions;

problem-solving tasks are selected for their novelty. As a consequence,

a characteristic of the initial stages of such learning is the number

of response errors. For any increase in the probability of correct

responding to occur, differential feedback as to the adequacy of such

responses is obviously necessary.

In a learning program, however, the attempt is made to arrange a

series of stimuli so that successive responses have a high probability

of being correct from the beginning. As the learning progresses, the

supporting stimuli of prompts are "faded" or withdrawn, but only at such

a rate that correct responses continue to be emitted. At the termination

of an "ideal" program, criterion responses should be under the control

of the minimum set of stimuli which set the occasion for such responses.

Now consider the behavior of a literate adult S as he proceeds

through such a program. If it is true that the stimulus portion of each

item sets up a high probability that he will emit a correct verbal

response, the problems of channeling such a response into any number of

modalities is almost trivial. That is, if a subject is adequately

MN*



prepared to emit a verbal response such as "Lincoln", the correlation

of responses will be almost perfect whether he is required to write

it, type it, say it aloud, or recognize it from a list. In the same

vein, immediate confirmation of such a response should cease to be

critical factor, since S has, as it were, already confirmed the

correctness of such a response himself. Evidence in support of this

latter point is indicated by observations that subjects did not always

turn to the back of items to ascertain the correctness of certain

responses. Such items were presumably those on which Ss were confident

as to the adequacy of their responses.

The preceding discussion might be generalized as follows: the

relevance of variables such as response mode and immediacy of confirm-

ation is inversely related to the probability of correct responding.

That is, in situations in which correct responses have low probability,

factors such as overt responding and immediate feedback are more

critical than in situations in which probabilities of correct respond-

ing are high. The absence of significant effects on error scores of

the four "mode of response" treatments in the present study is clearly

in line with this hypothesis. Alsul in line are the results of an

earlier study of overt versus implicit responding by the present

authors, in which no difference in performance was found on a program

on fundamentals of music. Such a hypotheses would also account for

the failure of other experimenters to obtain significant differences

between composition and multiple-choice responding to an elementary

psychology program.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The possibility of investigating and modifying human verbal

learning through automation is currently attracting widespread attention

(Estes, 1960; Glaser, 1960; Melton, 1959). Such interest derives in

part from the considerable success achieved in psychological laboratoris

in bringing the behavior of certain organisms under precise control

(e.g., Skinner, 1959). The suggested extrapolation of the use of in-

strumentation to the study and control of verbal behavior has obvious

implications both for the psychology of learning and for the field of

education (Skinner, 1958). Such devices have been termed 1222mai

machines, and at present there appears to be an extensive movement by

psychologists and educators to explore thepaagbilities of such machines.

Whet is a teaching machine? Porter (1957) specifies three cri-

teria to be used to distinguish teaching machines from teaChinids,

such as film-strip projectors, tape recorders, or the models and mock --

ups used in classroom demonstrations. To qualify as a teaching machine

(or teaching device, to use Porter's term) the device must: (a) present

a sequence of problems to the student; (b) reorgA4Oome form of response

.from the student at each successive step=1,,(c) provide immediate

knowledge of results as to the adequacy of sudhSreElraoes, A device
,

which provides these three features can, as Porter pints out, instruct

without the mediation of a human teacher.

As early as 1924, S. L. Pressey (1926; 1927) was constructing and

testing machines which would qualify by Porter's criteria as a teaching

device. Pressey's machines presented multiple-choice questions to stu-

dents, advanced to the next question immediately when the student made

the correct multiple-choice response, and totaled the number of responses

automatically. Subsequent investigations (Little, 1934; Briggs, 1947;

Jensen, 1949; Pressey, 1950; Jones, 1954) by Pressey and his co-workers

convinced then of the efficacy of the multiple-choice machine in sup-

, 710, ,7 -7 7
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plementing normal classroom routine, particularly when used with superior

students. Pressey considered the machine useful chiefly to teach drill

material and to test; he felt that the machine should always be used in

conjunction with standard classroom procedures employing textbooks, lec-

tures, and discussions.

A bolder view of the role of the teaching machine in education

has been proposed by Skinner (1954; 1958). His extensive work with lower

organisms (1938; 1959) indicated the necessity for precise control over

the contingencies which affected the behavior of such organisms. Certain
classes of stimuli were found to have the effect of increasing the fre-

quency of certain response classes when such stimuli were presented in

close temporal contiguity with such responses. Stimuli whose presenta-

tion so altered response frequencies were termed reinforcers by Skinner.

By a procedure of selective application of such reinforcers to succes-

sively better approximations of a chosen response class, Skinner found

that stable and rather complex behavior could be produced in rats and

pigeons. In a later work (1957) Skinner points out that the same under-

lying principle of behavioral modification through reinforcement can be

made to account for verbal behavior in humans. Here the reinforcers are

mediated chiefly by other humans. Such an arrangement is quite complex,

with .11.1,31Ay subtle contingencies influencing the final form which such

verbal behavior takes. However, Skinner suggests that by judicious rein-

forcement of successive approximations of the desired behavior, verbal

repertories can be established in much the same manner as non-verbal

repertories.

Skinner (1958) points out that the critical feature of work in

automated verbal learning is the construction and sequencing of the verbal

materials presented by the machine. Skinner terms such a sequence a

program, and the process of constructing an opthnal sequence programming.

A program consists of a series of verbal statements, each of which we

will call an its., arranged in a particular sequence. The function of

the item is to review familiar material, introduce new material, and call

for one or more responses from the student. The sequence of such items

is chosen so that early items deal with material which can safely be

es, Pea P., 1. , W.'. P. 'C
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assumed to be familiar to the student, or, to use Skinner's phrase, "at

high strength." New terms, concepts, and procedures are then gradually

introduced, always well supported by familiar material. .Increasingly

complex behavior is called for as the student proceeds through the pro-

gram, but care is taken that transition from one item to another is not

so abrupt that the student will fail to respond correctly.' Skinner

states that with properly constructed programs, the machine can lead the

student from incompetency to mastery of a topic with few, if any, errors

along the route. The machine can become a sort of ideal private tutor

that provides information, asks for and confirms responses, and moves on

though Skinner has constructed and employed several ingenious machines

(1958), it is unquestionably his concept of the program which is respon-

sible for the current widespread interest in automated learning. In

general, our present machine technology is more than adequate to deal

with the problems of machine construction. Rather, it is the area of

programming which demands a new technology for the construction of

optimal sequences which will insure efficient learning and retention of

new verbal behavior.

Several writers (Gilbert, 1958; Skinner, 1958; Smith, 1959) have

suggested techniques for facilitating the programming of a given topic.

However, experimental evaluation of variations in such techniques has

not been reported by these authors to date. Several of the early studies

in the field have attempted to compare automated or semi-automated rep-

resentation of programs with standard classroom techniques. Until more

is known about the variables relevant to the construction of effective

programs, such studies are perhaps premature. However, in the few

studies reported, programmed instruction appears to have compared favor-

ably with other methods of presentation.

For example, Porter (1958) found at both second and sixth-grade

levels that spelling achievement as measured by standardized tests was

significantly superior for the experimental (machine) groups. Evans,

Glaser, and Home (1960) presented statistics and elementary music using

1For an example of a section of a program, see Appendix A.

,(," 77, r 01 , . e I a
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a "programmed textbook" technique (Glaser, Homme, and Evans, 1960; Homme

and Glaser, 1959) Combining the results of three independent experi-

ments produced significances favoring the programmed text over standard

textbook presentation of the same material.

The class of experiments which would logically seem to precede

such attempts at evaluating automated methods are those which compare

various programming variables. Reports of such investigations are even

rarer than evaluation experiments. The most extensive study to date is

one reported by Silberman and Coulson (1959). This experiment involved

a 2x2x2 factorial design. The primary factors were: (a) multiple-choice

versus construction of responses; (b) branching versus no branching; and

(c) inclusion versus exclusion of redundant steps in the program. In

(a), half of the Ss selected their responses from a set of alternatives

available on each item, while the other half composed their responses in

the absence of any multiple-choice answers. In (b), under the branching

condition, one or more items were skipped if certain pre-selected items

were answered correctly. In (c), certain steps which contained informa-

tion which had already been presented were removed for half of the Ss.

Since the same basic material was covered in either case, one group pre-

sumably took a larger number of "small" steps, while the other group

took a smaller number of "large" steps. The only main variable to reach

significance was the size-of-step variable, with results favoring the

small steps. This confirms the finding of Evans, Glaser, and Homme

(1960), who also found that inclusion of redundant items was associated

with significantly better criterion performance. Silberman and Coulson

(1959) conclude that "the importance of small steps is clearly empha-

sized, while the mode of response and branching variables required further

study (p. 37)."

The experiments in automated learning thus far have involved some

sort of overt responding, such as a multiple-choice response or an

answer-composition response, on the part of the students. A pilot study

by Evans, Glaser, and Homme (1960) was run to check the necessity for

such overt responses. Aprogrammed-textbook presentation of music funda-

mentals was administered to two groups of Ss. One group was instructed
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to respond by writing out answers to each item in the program; Ss in the

second group were instructed not to write their answers but to respond

"implicitly." A slight non-significant difference was found favoring

the "implicit" responders on a subsequent performance task. Such a

finding, if confirmed by other studies, would indicate that it may not

be necessary to demand overt responses at every step in a program.

The rather scanty experimental literature presently available

on teaching machines and programs can be summarized as follows: (a)

multiple- choice devices which provide immediate knowledge of results

can be used effectively'to supplement regular classroom instruction;

(b) programmed presentation of material, either with or without using

a hardware machine, has generally produced better criterion performance

than non-programmed presentation; (c) the programming rule to "use

large numbers of small steps" seems to be substantially upheld; and (d)

revults of a study in "implicit" responding casts some doubt on the

necessity for an overt response at every step of the program.

Experimental work in the area of programmed learning is ob-

viously just beginning. A critical feature appears to be that at present

no programs are generally available for research purposes. Experimenta-

tion in the area must necessarily wait until a suitable experimental

program has been developed, and program construction has proved to be a

long and laborious process. A standard learning program which would

teach some clearly defined verbal or symbolic behavior and would land

itself easily to experimental variation would facilitate research on

programmed learning considerably. Topics drawn from mathematics or

logic have much to recommend them. The criterion behavior, as well as

the stimuli or cues in the presence of which such behavior is to be pro-

duced, can generally be clearly specified. An additional advantage is

that a wide range of levels of complexity can be chosen. A complete

.rationale for the choice of a task in symbolic logic, the topic used in

the present study, will be presented in Section 3.1.

Independent variables which are possibly relevant to the pro-

grammed-learning process are manifold) and several writers (Galanter,

1959; Iumsdaine, 1959; Carr, 1959) list suggested variables in some

detail. One obvious variable, which we might term mode of response is
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of particular interest, since it forms a point of departure between

Pressey and Skinner, the two chief contributors to the field of auto-

mated learning. Pressey (1926; 1927) is associated with the multiple-

choice technique. Skinner (1958) insists on a composed response, which

does not involve the added cues and distractions that multiple-choice

answers appear to provide. A third mode-of-response variation would be

to demand no overt response at all by the Ss, following pilot studies

by Evans, Glaser, and Home (1960).

A second variable of considerable interest involves the possi-

bility of formalizing the process of program construction. Several

writers (Skinner, 1958; Gilbert, 1958; Smith, 1959) have suggested var-

ious techniques and types of program steps or "items." Such suggestions

are generally insufficient to instruct inexperienced, personnel in pro-

gram construction. A. programming methodology developed concurrently

with the present study (Homme and Glaser, 1960; Evans, Home, and Glaser,

1959) gave specific suggestions both for basic types of items and for

techniques of assembling these items into a program. Since it is pos-

sible to construct a program in this way "according to formula," such a

program would lend itself much more easily to experimental additions,

deletions, and re- orderings. A demonstration that formally generated

programs can compare Zavorably with programs produced by less specifiable

techniques would represent a valuable step in program technology.

Finally, most of the proponents of machine learning (e.g.,

Pressey, 1926; Skinner, 1958) :nave emphasized the importance of the

immediate feedback or confirmelion of results which the madhne pro-

vides. The necessity for such feedback for the most effective modifi-

cation of many kinds of 'tehavior is well-documented (Estes, 1960). As

such, temporal delay of such confirmation constitutes another potentially

relevant variable. Such delay could, be controlled mechanically. In a

non - machine presentation, however, delay of confirmation is accomplished

automatically by program items which require more than one response.

Such items delay confirmation until all responses to that item have been

made. Little (1934) demonstrated the importance of the immediate feed-

back provided by a machine using a non-programmed set of multiple- choice



items. Performance measures for groups who received immediate knowledge

of results was markedly better than that of groups whose responses were

scored and returned the next day. Whether such immediate confirmation

of results is critical in the program situation is an experimental ques-

tion.
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2.0. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of the present study was three-fold.

(A) to explore the suitability of a task in symbolic logic as

a topic to be presented with learning programs of the teaching-machine

type;

47,10111:17fEFf0,

(B) to develop a standard learpiqg program as well as reliable

criterion measures of the material presented on the program, with fea-

tures which would facilitate further research in the area of programmed

learning;

(C) to investigate the effects of variations in methods of respond-

ing, program construction, and immediacy of feedback on measures of

rate of learning and on immediate and delayed performance measures.
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3.0. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

9

3.1. A Rationale for the Use of a Task in Symbolic Logic

A primary purpose of the present investigation has been the devel-

opment of a standard learning program which would provide a uniform labo-

ratory task for other studies in programmed learning. The choice of the

topic to be presented in the program will obviously have implications as

to the variables which can be studied. This section presents a detailed

description of the features of the task selected.

Moore and Anderson (1954) have suggested the use of a symbolic-

logic task drawn from that branch of logic known as the calculus of Es21.-

Los ions for use in studies in human problem solving. Although the task

considered in the present study was primarily a learning task rather than

a problem-solving task, several advantageous features outlined by Moore

and Anderson still obtain. The following list describes features of the

calculus of propositions (adapted in part from Moore and Anderson) which

made such a calculus a particularly appropriate subject matter for an

investigation of programmed learning in college students.1

(A) The task presented in the learning program made no assump-

tion of previous mathematical knowledge, not even arithmetic. In view

of the wide variance in mathematical ability of ninny college students,

this constituted a particularly advantageous feature of the propositional

calculus.

(B) Few Ss at the undergraduate level have previous experience

with tasks of this particular type. Courses which deal with the calculus

of propositions and analagous systems (e.g., Boolean algebra) are rarely

dealt with in any detail in high school or undergraduate courses. No Ss

in the present study indicated that they bad had any classes which dealt

with anything resembling the logical system presented in the program.

1
For a discussion of the logical, in contradistinction to the

psychological, aspects of the present task, see Appendix B.
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Also, the particular calculus used had been adapted for experimental

purposes and resembles in all details no other logical calculus known

to this writer.

(C) As a corollary of features (A) and (B), it appears that the

present learning program could be used without major modification over a

wide range of age and experience. Since practically the only prerequi-

sites for using the logic program is ability to read and follow instruc-

tions, it is possible that the program could be used at the junior-high

or even grade-school level.1 It seems likely that the only Ss whose pre-

vious training would result in appreciable transfer are Ss with: intensive

training in symbolic logic or mathematics.

(D) One of the dependent variables used in this study was a mea-

sure of performance in the construction of deductive proofs. The calculus

of propositions lends itself easily to the generation of problems of any

desired degree of simplicity or difficulty. (Appendix C presents several

examples of varying complexity).

(E) The length of programs can be varied easily as a function of

the number of logical rules and concepts which are to be taught. Depend-

ing on the complexity of the behavior desired, programs could be con-

structed whose completion times would range from a few minutes to many

hours. Extensive developments in symbolic logic (Rosser, 1953) make

possible an almost unlimited expansion of programs.

(F) Records of particular responses and sequences of responses

can be subjected to a variety of analyses which may produce useful de-

pendent variables. Several investigators (Anderson, 1956; John and

Miller, 1957; Simon and Newell, 1959) have reported the advantages of

logical tasks in providing detailed records of performances by Ss.

(D) Ss can be trained to a level adequate for experimental pur-

poses in a relatively short time. Moore and Anderson (1954) report that

most Ss could be brought to a degree of proficiency sufficient for par-

lOne of the programs used in the present study was administered in
its entirety to two tenth7grade students. On two performance measures ad-
ministered after the program these students performed as well as some of
the college students in the main study. Their poorest performance was in
deductive-proof problems, which also proved difficult for several of the
college students.



ticipation in problem-solving tasks in approximately one-and-one-half

hours. Pilot runs on the programs used in the present study indicated

that Ss could complete the sequences in about two hours or less.

(B) No particular difficulty in motivating tasks of this nature

is apparent. Moore and Anderson (1954) presented the task as one in

"coding" or "finding a hidden message," which appeared to have consider-

able interest value for the Ss. Again, pilot runs on the programs of

the present study revealed no particular problem in keeping Ss at the

task.

(I) Detailed records of Ss' responses both during the program

and on the subsequent performance tests are possible. The nature of the

task required Ss (except in one experimental treatment) to record the

results of the application of each logical rule as well as to indicate

which particular rule was applied, and to which previous steps it was

applied in the course of the proof. This permits examination not only

for correctness and incorrectness but also for the actual sequence of

steps for other possibly relevant measures.

(J) Isomorphic and formal relationships between the calculus of

propositions and topics such as the calculus of classes, Boolean algebra,

and switching-circuit operations (Culbertson, 1958) make possible a large

number of studies in the area of transfer of training.

In summary, a program designed to teach deductive-proof behavior

of the calculus-of-propositioni type was selected as the "apparatus" for

investigating variables relevant to programmed learning. The calculus

of propositions is suggested as a particularly flexible and suitable

topic for programming experimentation because of the following properties:

(a) no assumption of training beyond that of being able to read and follow

written instructions is made; (b) few Ss are likely to have experience

with the subject matter; (c) programs in symbolic logic can be used over

a wide range of age and education; (d) problems of any desired degree of

complexity can be generated; (e) length of programs can be shortened or

expanded as desired; (f) a number of dependent-variable measures are

available; (g) learning time appears to fall within practical limits;

(h) the task appears to be intrinsically motivating enough for experi-
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mental purposes; (i) detailed records of Ss' behavior both during the

program and on criterion measures can be kept; and (j) numerous transfer

tasks in related topics are available.

3.2. Construction of the Programs

Two basic programs were constructed to teach deductive-proof

behavior involving fifteen rules drawn from the calculus of propositions.

(For examples of the rules used in the present task, see Appendix B).

The first basic program was developed on the basis of the prin-

ciples of program construction available in the literature at the time

of its construction. This program is called the Initial, Program. It

was utilized for a series of four experimental variations.

On the basis of concurrent pilot studies, certain formal prin-

ciples of program construction were derived which appeared to facilitate

the task of programming a subject matter (Evans, Homme, and Glaser, 1959;

Homme and Glaser, 1960). An additional program was developed employing

these formal procedures. The latter is called the Formal Program, and

was utilized in two additional treatments.

3.21. The Initial Program

It is difficult to specify the method of construction of the first

program for the very good reason that at the time of its construction

almost no programming methodology was available. Papers presenting

suggestions for programming (Skinner, 1958; Gilbert, 1958; Smith, 1959)

were somewhat helpful in suggesting item types, but gave very little

help in problems such as number of items, ordering of items, or position-

ing of review items. A few sample programs were available (e.g., Skinner,

1958), and initial attempts at programming proceeded chiefly by analogy

with these prototypes, following the admonition to "proceed by small

steps.

The actual construction of the first program proceeded as follows.1

Each of the fifteen logical rules was written on a separate index card.

The rules were then informally ordered on the basis of simplicity of

operation and number of symbols involved. The initial items of the pro-

NE.

1A sample secsenee 1.4V0/71 the Initial Px ogium. is ja.44orniteil

e
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gram described the basic logical symbols and'their rules of combination.

The first rule was then stated, one or more examples were worked, and then

some sort of response would be required of the S. Typical responses

would be to work a new problem complete an example, or to state some part

of a rule. Subsequent items contained either new rules or examples,

or review of rules already presented. No systematic review procedure

was followed. All fifteen logical rules were presented by the forty-

third item of the program. Subsequent items in the program gave ex-

amples of how several rules in succession could be used to change a

set of given symbols into a "winning" or terminal position. Instruc-

tions were included for Ss to justify each step taken by giving the ini-

tials of the rule used and the step number or numbers to which it was

applied. Items containing a number of problems with various combina-

tions of the basic rules were constructed. A total of seventy-two items

made up the Initial Program.

Following construction of the Initial Program, each of the

seventy-two items was typed on a separate 5" x 8" index card. On the back

of each card were typed the correct response or responses for that item.

A feature of programmed learning emphasized by Skinner (1958) is

the critical importance of allowing the behavior of the student to guide

subsequent modifications of a given program. Such modifications are

facilitated by the fact that the student or S records his response to

each item in the program as he proceeds through it. Items on which Ss

make errors can then be scrutinized in an attempt to determine the source

of the error. In this way ambiguities can be cleared up, unclear typo-

graphy changed, and additional examples and explanations added to facili-

tate inadequately strengthened behavior. The process can then be re-

peated with additional Ss, and subsequent revisions made until the program

produces reliable perforLiance at some acceptable level.

The version on t-- Initial Program used in the experiment proper

represents a third major revision based on a careful analysis of the re-

sponses of approximately twelve pilot Ss. Pilot work was terminated when

the Initial Program was producing over 90% correct responses to program

items, and completion time on the program was falling within the desired

two-hour interval.
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3.22. The Formal Program

The second basic experimental program, termed the Formal Program,

was constructed in a much more systematic and specifiable manner than

the Initial Program. Concurrent investigations on techniques of program

construction (Evans, Homme, and Glaser, 1959; Rome and Glaser, 1960)

provided support for the following rationale of progrioming.

The fundamental premise is that the significant verbal behavior

in any field of knowledge can be classified exhaustively into two classes

of statements: rules and examples. Rules may be principles, axioms, or

generalizations of any kind which relate to the given topic. Examples

are specific instances of these rules. The generality or scope of a

given rule can be taught by presenting a series of examples of that rule

which vary as widely as possible while still exemplifying the rules in

question. Discriminations between rules can be formed by presenting a

graded series of examples in which successively more precise discrimina-

tions are required to identify the particular rule involved. Responses

by Ss can be called for by giving incomplete rules and examples, with as

many complete rules and examples as necessary to prompt the correct re-

sponse adequately. Complexity can be introduced, by systematically pre-

senting different rules and examples in pairs, triplets, and so on. By

gradually calling for more complex behavior with less stimulus support

available, criterion performance can be approached.

In order to check whether a learning program written "by formula"

could produce results comparable to those produced by the Initial Program,

the following procedure was employed.1

The first item which presented a particular rule gave: (a) a

verbal description of the operations involved in applying the rule; (b)

one or more examples of the rules; and (c) an incomplete example for S to

work. The following item gave an incomplete statement of the same rule

and required S to give the name of the rule. The third item in the set

gave an incomplete example to which the rule must be applied. This com-

pleted the set for the first rule. The second logical rule was then

1A sample sequence fxom the Fbrmal. Program is presented in Appendix D.

:0,00,-,013.41 V1000.6,10.10.0,, 0 '0.0.00, -00d5.
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dealt with by the same three -item procedure. Each of the fifteen rules

was subsequently presented in the same manner.

Following this initial series on the rules, Ss were instructed,

as in the Initial Prograa, that they were to transform certain given

positions of symbols into a terminal or winning position by successive

application of rules. Complete and incomplete examples of this proce-

dure were given. Ss then received a review series, consisting of two

items per rule. On the first item an incomplete verbal description of

the operation of the rule was given, and S had to supply the term which

completed the statement correctly. The following item presented an incom-

plete example of the same rule. This review procedure was repeated for

all fifteen rules.

The next series of items gave complete examples of rules being

used in pairs to get to the winning position. On the same item, problems

were presented in which the some two rules had to be used to reach the

winning position. The final series of items presented only the given

and winning positions, with instructions to get to the winning position

using any rules necessary. During this last series, no completed exam-

ples or prompts of any sort were present on the item to aid Ss in con-

structing proofs. The construction of short deductive proofs with no

external stimulus support was the principal criterion behavior which

the programs were developed to produce.

In summary, two experimental sequences were developed in an

effort to construct a standard learning task for investigating pro-

grammed learning. The Initial Program was constructed following the

programming principles available at the time of its preparation. The

Formal Program was constructed according to a systematic method of pro-

gram preparation developed in connection with ongoing research in tech-

niques of programming. Both programs were designed to teach the same

behavior, i.e., the construction of short deductive proofs, involving

fifteen rules drawn from ,:ymbolic logic. The program task had these

features: (a) the topic was novel to most potential Ss; CO no assump-

tions were made on previous experience with logic or mathematics; (c) Ss

could be brought to a testable level of proficiency in the task in

1. r 41-',R. .+.1..
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approximately two hours; and (d) experimental variations could be easily

introduced.

3.3. The Experimental Treatments

With the programs developed, six experimental treatments were

studied. Four treatments, using the Initial Program, investigated char-

acteristics of the S's response, and can generally be classed as investi-

gations of response mode. The last two experimental treatments, using

the Formal Program, were employed to study the effect of variation in

technique of program construction, as well as the effect of a provision

for review. The influence of these six treatments on measures of learn-

ing and retention constituted the major interest of this investigation.

The following paragraphs describe the modifications of the two basic pro-

grams which provided these variations.

3.31 Response Composition (Treatment RC)

Under this treatment, Ss were required. to compose their answers

to each item. This is the method of responding recommended by Skinner

(1958) and used by him in his machine work. No answer of any sort was

available on the front of the item. Ss 1,14:;re required to respond by sup-

plying missing terms, working problems, and answering questions. In the

following item from the Initial Program, the task of the S was to provide

the two answers indicated by the blanks.

Example of a Response Composition Item

These three signs are called connectors: \,f'

Each connector has a special name to help us

remember it.

This connector is called 'wedge':

This connector is called 'tent':

This is called 'spear': .

After the S had read the item, and had recorded the two answers which he

net, 4t11,, V ,-.3,334,33.1T +Pilr
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considered to be correct, he turned to the back of the index card which

contained the item, and compared his response with the correct answers

' A* and 'connector'. If his responses matched the correct answers on

the back, he proceeded to the next item. If he made an error, he was

instructed to circle the error on his answer pad and determine why his

answer was incorrect before proceeding to the next item.

3.32. Multiple Choice Response (Treatment MC)

The method of responding utilized in the work of Pressey (1926;

1927) involved selecting the correct answer from a number of alternative

answers. Such a method of responding was used. in Treatment MC.

In this treatment Ss were given items identical with those pre-

sented in RC. However, at the bottom of each item was a set of answers

lettered "A", "B", "C", and so on. The task in this condition was to

select the correct answers from this set by writing down the letters cor-

responding to the proper response. The following example shows a multiple-

choice version of the item in the previous example.

Example of a Multiple-Choice Item

These three signs are called connectors: \I(

Each connector has a special name to help us

remember it.

This connector is called 'wedge': \y/

This connector is called 'tent':

This is called 'spear': .

A: V B: C: symbol D: connector

Ss in this treatment followed basically same procedure as Ss in

Treatment RC, but in this condition they had to choose their responses

and record the corresponding letters. They then checked their re-

sponses against the letters representing the correct answers and pro-

ceeded as before. To the extent that it was possible, the alternate

incorrect answers were selected from errors made on the same items by

, .441.06,6,
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pilot Ss. This provided an empirical method for the construction of

false alternatives.

3.33. implicit Response (Treatment IR)

The major aspect of this treatment was that Ss did not make

overt written responses to the items in the Initial Program. Pilot

work reported by' Evans, Glaser, and Homme (1960) showed no significant

differences in criterion performance between Ss who recorded their com-

posed responses and Ss who confirmed their "implicit" responses, but did

not record them. Since overt responding by the S characterizes the work

of other investigators in this area (e .g. 1 Pressey, 1950; Skinner, 1958),

this variable appeared to deserve further study.

The program for this treatment was constructed by giving the

correct answer or answers at the bottom of the item requiring the response.

Hence Ss had the correct responses available at all times as they studied

the items. Their instructions were to study the card until they under-

stood why the answer provided was correct in each case, and then to pro-

ceed to the next item. They were specifically instructed not to write

down their answers in any form. An example of an implicit-response item

is as follows.

An EXample of an Implicit Response Item

These three signs are called connectors: V A
Each connector has a special name to help us

remember it.

This connector is called 'wedge': V

This connector is called 'tent':

This is called 'spear': -4. .

Answer:

connector

An alternative method would have been to insert the correct answers into

context in the sentences and examples of each item. However, the tech-
)

e r-aa ,roersit
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f OVIOng.

nique of placing the correct answers at the bottom of the card was

selected, in order to force attention to the same portions of each item

as did Treatments RC and MC.

3.34. Immediate Feedback (Treatment IF)

Most items in the Initial Program required more than one response.

Ss were not allowed to check their responses under RC and MC until they

had completed all responses to that particular item. This effectively

delayed the feedback as to the correctness of individual responses. Even
the last response to an item was not always confirmed immediately. Ss

usually checked off their responses with those on the back of the card in

order, and such checking procedure delayed the confirmation of the last
response. This delay between response and response confirmation under

Treatments RC and MC averaged about two minutes, with a range of thirty

seconds to five minutes, depending on item difficulty. To determine

whether such delay of confirmation influenced performance, the following

procedure was devised. A numbered list of answers to all items in the

Response Composition form of the Initial Program was prepared.1 This

list, with space provided for responses, was given to Ss along with a

small cardboard mask.2 Ss were instructed to cover the answers with the

mask until they had written the first response to an item. At that time

they were to move the mask down until the correct answer appeared on the

answer sheet. They checked this response, and then repeated the proce-

dure for subsequent responses to that item. In this manner the confirma-

tion of a response was given immediately, regardless of the total number

of responses on that particular item.

The four experimental treatments described above employed the

Initial Program. In summary, it can be pointed out that all four involved

variations in the mode in which Ss responded. Under RC, Ss constucted

their responses to each item in full. These responses were then checked

1
See Appendix E for an

treatment.

2The masking procedure
Ferster and Sapon (1958) in
program.

example of the response list used in this

is a modification of a technique used by
teaching Derwin composition by a lenrrting
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with the answers on the back of the card. Under MC, Ss used a choice

response, selecting their answers from a set of multiple-choice answers

appearing at the bottom of the item. They then listed the letters cor-

responding to the answers they considered to be correct. Under IR, no

overt written response was required. The correct answers, separated from

the context as in RC and MC, appeared at the bottom of the item for S to

check. Under IF, a masking technique was used to reveal immediately the

correct answer following each response to a response-composition item.

3.35. Formal Program (Treatment FP)

The essence of this treatment was the use of the Formal Program

previously described, in comparjson with the treatments using the Ini-

tial Program. A demonstration that such a program was as effective in

producing criterion behavior as previous methods would facilitate opera-

tional specifications of program construction.

This treatment was administered exactly like Treatment RC. Re-

sponses to each item were composed in full and then checked against the

answers on the back of the card. In contrast with the Initial Program,

in which items typically required more than one response, most items in

the Formal Program called for a single response, until the more complex

responses toward the end of the program.

The following example illustrates a typical item of the Formal

Program. The rule-example-incomplete example pattern used throughout

the program is evident in this item.

Example of an Item from the Formal Program

This sign is named 'wedge': V .

It is called a connector, since it connects any

two letters when it appears between them.

For example, we would write "In wedge r" like

this: m

Now you write "k wedge t":

ran.. , agar , . Va.o.se-6

Mn
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The correct answer hikVt' would appear on the back of the card on

which this item appeare(t.

3.36. Formal Program + Review Card (Treatment FP+)

Programming procedures developed thus far had no provisions for

"memory storage" of the materials presented, by the program. Most pro-

grams in existence do not have such a provision. That is, at the time

an S is given a review item on materials previously covered, he typically

is without any summary, outline, or abstract of such material to prompt

his response. The possible relevance of such a factor was emphasized by

responses to a questionnaire administered during the early phase of ex-

perimentation. Several Ss indicatea that it would have been helpful to

have some method of reviewing the rules presented in the program. The

following procedure was devised to check the effect of a provision for

review on performance.

A complete list of examples of all rules was prepared, and all

such examples were typed on a single 9" by 12" card.1 Ss were instructed

that this list of rules would be available for their use as they pro-

ceeded through the Formal Program, but that it would not be available

during the tests which followed the learning program. No other sugges-

tions for the use of this review card were made. In all other respects

the administration of this condition, called Treatment FP+, was the same

as in Treatment FP.

In summary, Treatments FP and FP+ involved a response-composition

mode on the Formal Program. The two treatments were identical except

that under FP+ a review card with a complete list of the fifteen logical

rules was available as "memory storage" during the course of the program.

3.4. Construction of the Criterion Measures

In an investigation of program versus textbook presentation of

the same material, Evans, Glaser, and Homme (1960) found that Ss using

the learning program performed approximately the same on a, multiple-

1
See Appendix E for an example of this review card.
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choice test as Ss learning from a text. However, the program group did

appreciably better on a completion-type test. This suggests that dif-

ferent experimental treatments may produce differential performance as

a function of the criterion measure used. This finding, coupled with

the exploratory nature of the present study, suggested that a variety

of types of criterion tests should be constructed to sample various

aspects of the behavior produced by the learning programs. One "level"

of performance would involve making discriminations between correct and

incorrect instances of applications of the logical rules. A true-false

test was constructed for this purpose. A second type of behavior in-

volves recall and application of each of these rules when the name of

the rule is given. A third type of behavior consists of successive

applications of these rules in combination to produce short deductive

proofs.

In addition to assessing the effects of experimental treatments

on different types of criterion performance, it also seemed important

to assess treatment effect on retention of the behavior learned in the

program. The systematic nature of the chosen task facilitated the con-

struction of parallel retention tests for each of the types of criterion

measures.

3.41. The Time-False Tests

The first criterion measure was a fifteen-item true-false test

on each of the logical rules presented by the programs. A table of ran-

dom numbers was used to determine whether a true or a false example

of a particular rule would be constructed. An example of each rule was

then prepared in which the last step of the example either followed from

the rule in question or contained some error. The fifteen-item teat so

constructed was designated "TF1".

A parallel, but not identical, retention test was prepared in

the following manner. If a true example of a given rule had been given

in TF1, a false example of that rule was presented in the retention test,

designated "TF2". Also, false examples in TF1 were replaced by true

examples of those rules in TF2. In this way each S had to discriminate

one true and one false example of each of the fifteen rules in the course

131.1.1.1.
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of the criterion testing.1

3.42. The Recall-Tests

A second type of behavior of interest was the recall and applica-

tion of each rule given the name of the rule and a step or steps on

which to apply it. A. fifteen-item test was constructed by calling for

each of the rules in turn. This recall test was designated '11". By

changing the particular symbols involved, a parallel, but not identical,

test was constructed for retention purposes. This test was designated

fiRe 2

3.43. The Deductive-Proof Tests

The criterion behavior which the programs were primarily designed

to produce was that of, using the logical rules in combinations to obtain

deductive proofs. The following systematic procedure was used to construct

fifteen problems of this type.

First, a 15 x 15 matrix was constructed with a list of the names

of each rule forming the axes. Each of the 225 cells of the matrix then

represented an ordered pair of rules. By selecting the necessary initial

steps, and then by applying two rules in succession, a terminal position

deducible from the initial position was reached. To present this as a

problem, the initial positions would be given, along with the terminal

or "winning" position. Each S then.had to provide the intermediate steps

which constituted the proof.

Selection of the pairs of rules from the matrix was done as fol-

lows. Cells were chosen at random. However, a constraint was imposed to

prevent two cells from the same row or same column from being selected.

Also excluded were cells along the major diagonal which represented the

intersection of each rula with itself. This procedure resulted in a set

of fifteen problems with the following properties: (a) each rule was em-

ployed in two and only two different problems; and (b) each rule appeared

1For examples of true-false items which appeared in TF1 and TF2,
see Appendix F.

2Bxomples of recall items from RI and R2 appear in Appendix F.

1St .ekbk k r kekk



in the first position in one problem and in the second position in some

other problem.

The set of fifteen rules so generated was designated "DP1u, A

parallel retention test, ]P2, was constructed using the same matrix and

procedure. The only additional constraint was that no cell be used to

generate a problem which had already been used in DP1.1

3.44. The Attitude Questionnaire

A short questionnaire was constructed to assess the reactions of

Ss to the method of programmed presentation of material to be learned.2

Ss were asked to rate their interest in taking a course using programmed

material, attitude toward the effectiveness of such procedures, and

opinion of the amount of review which the program provided. Other com-

ments on the experiment itself as well as on programmed presentation

were encouraged.

3.5. Other Experimental Materials

Each S in Treatments RC, MC, FP, and FP+ received a 3" x 5" answer

pad on which to record his answers. These Ss were instructed to turn to

a new sheet on the answer pad when they turned to each new item in the

series. This procedure was adopted to prevent previous composed responses

from serving as prompts for subsequent response to any particular item.

The answer sheet and mask for Treatment IF have been described in

Section 3.34. Ss in Treatment IR, who were not required to write down

their answers, used a 5" x 8" pad to record their rate of responding as

described in the next section.

Other materials for the experiment included pencils, two stop

watches, and the experimenter's log book.

3.6. Procedures and Subjects

All Ss in the present study mere University of Pittsburgh students

'Examples of deductive proof Items from DE41 and DP2 are presented

in Appendix F.

2See Appendix G.
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who were contacted either in psychology and speech classes or through the

University Placement Service. Ss who wished to participate filled out

contact forms which informed them of the general nature of the experiment

and the rate of pay ($4.00 for completion of both experimental and reten-

tion sessions). These Ss were later contacted by telephone to set up

appointments for the first experimental session. Supervision of five or

six Ss participating in the experiment at one time presented no difficul-

ties for a single E. However, scheduling difficulties and occasional

missed appointments resulted in an average of about three Ss run per

experimental session.

Ss were assigned randomly to the experimental treatments cur-

rently being run. At the beginning of each experimental session, E gave

the following instructions verbally:

Today you will be participating in an experiment in which we are
investigating some new ways of learning written material. In
front of each of you is a pack of cards. When the experiment
begins, you will be reading each of those cards in turn. Each
card will indicate that you are to make some sort of a response
to the material on that card. Following your response you will
always find out whether you are correct or not. You will get
one six-minute break about half-way through the cards. You will
get another six-minute break when you have finished the cards.
After that break, you will take three different tests over the
material you have learned from the cards. Finally, you will
fill out a short questionnaire on your reaction to the experiment.

Now read your instruction cards on top of the pack in front of
you. When you have read and understand these instructions, look
up at me. When everyone has read the instructions, we will all
start through the cards together.

At this point E allowed Ss to read the instruction cards1 which

described their particular procedures. Some information on the instruc-

tion cards duplicated the verbal instructions by E. When all Ss had read

their instructions and any questions were answered, E said:

We are about to begin. Go through your cards at your own most
comfortable study pace, just as if you were preparing for an
exam. Some people will .finish before others because of dif-
ferent procedures. Do not worry if you seem to be finishing

1See,Appendix U.

y Al,am1t. . Pr.,- .1. 1, 11 .7.
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much faster or much slower than others, since they have dif-
ferent tasks to do.

When I say "Write down your card numbers, please," jot down the
number of the card you are working on at that time, and go on.
Once more, make sure that you work at your own most comfortable
rate. If you have a question at any time, raise your hand and
I will come help you. You may begin-work.

At three minute intervals following the start of the session, E

would say, "Write down your card numbers, please." This procedure pro-

vided a method for getting a rate-of-response record, i.e., number or

cards per three minute interval.

Ss took their two six-minute breaks outside the experimental

room. The combination of different treatments and different working

speeds on the part of Ss resulted in a natural staggering of break time,

so that two Ss rarely had their break together. This appeared to be a

desirable feature for preventing Ss from discussing their different treat-

ments during the break.

After the second break following completion of a program, Ss re-

turned to the experimental room to take three performance tests over the

programmed material. Following completion of each individual test, E

recorded the time, removed that test, and brought the next test. This

procedure was adopted to control for Ss using the results on one test to

prompt themselves on another test. After completion of the third test

(DP1) Ss were given the attitude questionnaire. Following this, an ap-

pointment was made with each Ss for a retention test one week later.

In the retention phase the three retention tests were adminis-

tered in the same manner as the post-program tests. Time scores on these

tests were again recorded.

During the learning sessions E placed Ss so that they were as

widely separated as possible, and out of each other's line of sight. This

was done to reduce possible distractions from observing other Ss working

at a different speed, getting to the break earlier, or working under dif-

ferent conditions. Ss were placed so that E could observe easily all

phases of their reading and responding. This was done to control possible

variations from the experiulental 7,:roc,.)3ure such as looking at the back of the

card before answering or moving the mask before

4 0-4 4 x r, /00 40 0
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4.o. RESULTS

To recapitulate, the major problems under consideration in the

present study were as follows: (a) to examine the suitability of a task

in symbolic logic as a topic for prosrammod learning; (b) to develop a

standard learning program to facilitate research in programming; and (c)

to investigate the immediate and retention effects of variables such as

response mode, method of program construction, and type of review on

time and performance measures. The first portion of this section will

present analyses of the obtained data. The second section will present

a discussion of these results in conjunction with comments on the experi-

mental properties of the symbolic-logic program. Implications and sugges-

tions for further research in programmed learning will also be discussed.

4.1. Analysis

This section, which presents the analyses of the results obtained in

the study, will be developed in the following manner.

First, time scores, both on the learning programs and on the imme-

diate and retention performance measures, will be presented. Second,

error scores on the learning program and on the performance measures will

be analyzed. Third, properties of the criterion measures such as relia-

bility and range of performance will be presented. Fourth, the influence

on performance of individual characteristics such as sex, mathematical

experience, and college class will be considered. The final analysis will

be concerned with responses by Ss to the attitude questionnaire.

4.11. Analysis of Time Scores

The following time scores were available for analysis: (a) total

time to complete the learning program; (b) times spent on each of the

three immediate performance tests; and (c) times spent on each of the

three parallel retention tests. Program times will first be analyzed,

and then the immediate and retention performance times will be treated

together.

4.111. Program Times. A record of total time in minutes which each S

. . _ 00 0000 v",, .0, _Mm .1....7.434 ' .4.
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spent on the learning program was made. Table 1 presents the means and

standard deviations of these scores for each of the six experimental

treatments. The means have been ordered to facilitate comparisons.

Ss in Treatment IR (no overt responses to the Initial Program)

took appreciably less completion time than Ss in the other treatments.

The IR group averaged over twenty minutes less learning time than the two

groups who composed their responses to the Formal Program (FP and FM.

Mean learning time for these two treatments was practically identical.

The Three Initial Program treatments requiring multiple-choice and com-

posed responses (MC, IF, and RC) had mean times from about fifteen to

twenty-five minutes more than the means of the two Formal Program groups.

Considering the four Initial Program treatments together, it appears

that requiring overt responses by Ss increases the mean learning time

from forty to fifty minutes as compared with implicit responding.

An analysis of variance of learning times under the six experi-

mental treatments is presented in Table 2. The differences between treat-

ment means is highly significant (p. .01).

Since the Initial Program and the Formal Program differed in their

method of construction and in the total number of items, two further

analyses were made. Table 3 presents an onlysis of variance for the

four Initial Program treatments considered separately. Differences be-

tween means were again significant (p. <.01): due chiefly to the distance

of the mean of the implicit-response group from the means of the three

overt-responses groups. However, the two Formal Program groups (FP and

FP+), had essentially the same mean learning time; hence the analysis

of variance presented in Table it showed no significant difference be-

tween these means.
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations, in Minutes,

of Total Learning Time Spent on Programs

(Treatments have been ordered by mean time)

Experimental treatment Mean S.D.

Implicit Response (IR) 81.8 16.9

Formal Program (FP) 103.6 22.1

Formal Program +

Review Card (FP+) 104.1 22.2

Multiple Choice (MC) 121.6 23.7

Immediate Feedback (IF) 127.1 19.6

Response Composition (RC) 132.1 17.4

Table 2

Analysis of Variance of Scores of Total Learning Time

Spent on the Programs for Each of

Six Experimental Treatments

Source df Mean Square

OMB

Total 59

Treatments 5 3537.44 8.52 <.01

Error 54 414.98

ax'rI nu, ati, fwsu'uulf,. a A.: "sr 3,11' 44`. tutu
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance of Scores of Total Learning Time

Spent on the Four Initial Program. Treatments:

RC, MC, IR, and IF

Source df Mean Square F p

Total 39

Treatment 3 5276.43 13.96 f ,01

Error 36 377.99

Table 4

Analysis of Variance of Scores of Total Learning Time

Spent on the Two Formal Program Treatments

FP and FP+

Source df

Total 19

Treatments 1

Error 18

Mean Square F p

1.25 - NS

488.96

30
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In summary, significant differences on total learning times were

found due to the six experimental treatments investigated. Consideration

of the Initial Program treatments separately indicated that implicit re-

sponding to items takes considerably less time than treatments requiring

overt composed or multiple-choice responses. Differences between these

four mode-of-response treatments were highly significant. As for the

two Formal Program treatments, the use of a review card in Treatment FP+

appeared to have little effect on total learning time.

4.112. Immediate and Retention Performance Times. Time scores

were available on each of the three performance tests administered immediately

after the learning session. Analagoue scores were available on the three

parallel forms of these tests administered one week later. The means of

the immediate and retention test times, separated by experimental treat-

ments, is presented in Table 5. Means of the sums of the three immediate

test times, and of the three retention test times, are also presented.

Finally, the means of the total time taken on all immediate and retention

tests summed together is given.

By treating the immediate and retention tests as separate 1E1212,

a repeated - measures analysis of variance (Edwards, 1956) can be performed

on the time scores. Such a design permits three sources of variation

to be tested for significance: (a) differences due to experimental

treatments; (b) differences between trials (immediate performance versus

retention); and (c) interaction, of treatments and trials. The first set

of scores to be so analyzed were the total immediate time scores (TF1+

Rl+DP1) and the total retention time scores (TF2+R2+DP2). This analysis

is presented in Table 6. It will be noted that all three sources of

variation show significant effects.
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Table 5
Mean Time in Minutes on Each of Six Performance Tests

for Each of Six Experimental Treatments

Test
Treatment

RC MC IR IF FP FP+

TF1 5.0 5.0 9.0 6.5 5.1 5.4
TF2 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 5.3 4,4
111 5.6 6.2 7.5 5.6 4.7 4.5
B2 4.4 4.3 3.9 5.0 4.2 3.6
DP1 21.5 20.5 31.2 28.6 20.3 20.4
DP2 21.2 19.9 19.8 24.4 18.3 20.3
T71+B1+DP1 32.1 31.7 47.7 40.7 30.1 30.3
'372+R2+DP2 29.8 28.5 28.1 33.9 27.8 28.3
Total Time 61.9 60.2 75.8 74.6 57.9 58.6

u.aor et 0 or.
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Now consider the effects of the experimental treatments. It is

interesting to note that the implicit-response condition (IR), which was

completed in markedly less learning time, had the highest mean time for

completion on the three immediate performance tests. This mean was seven

minutes more than that of the next treatment (Immediate Feedback) and

over fifteen minutes more than those of the remaining four treatments,

Such a difference disappeared over the retention interval; the mean total

times on the retention tests were quite similar for the experimental

treatments. All six treatments exhibited reductions in mean total test

time over the retention interval, and this effect is statistically sig-

nificant. The significant interaction effect appears to be due chiefly

to the fact that the mean total test time for Treatment IR dropped almost

twenty minutes over the retention interval, while the mean times for the

other five treatments dropped only two to six minutes.

To explore such findings in more detail, the same method of

analysis was applied to the scores of the three types of performance

tests considered separately. The results of such an analysis on the

true-false time scores appears in Table 7. The picture here is essentially

the same as for the total time scores on the three tests together.

All three sources of variation were again significant. The mean time for

the implicit-response group again was considerably higher than those of

the other treatments on the test taken immediately after the learning

session. As before, the mean of this group dropped markedly by the time

of the retention test, and became indistinguishable in size from the

means of the other treatments. With one exception, all treatment mean

times were less on the retention tests, and this effect was significant.

Again, it appeared to be the differential drop in mean time for the

implicit-response group which produced the significant trials x treat.

meats interaction effect.



Table 6
Analysis of Variance of Performance Times under Six

Experimental Treatments using Total Immediate

Retention Tests as Separate Trials

Source df
Mean
Square

F p

Between treatments

Between Ss in

same group

Total between Ss

Between trials

Interaction: trials x

treatments

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials

Total within Ss

Total

5 332.65 2.40 .05

138.35

59

1 1092.03 19.93 <.01

5 236.81 4.32 x..01

VI 54.79

60

119
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Table 7

Analysis of Variance of Performance Times under Six

Experimental Treatments using True-False Tests

TF1 and TF2 as Separate Trials

Source df
Mean

Square

Between treatments 5 12.29 2.83 (.05
Between Ss in

same group
22.4.

4.35

Total between Ss 59

Between trials 1 66.01 20.06 : .01

Interaction: trials x

treatments 5 14.13 4.29 .01

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials 54 3.29

Total within Ss 60

Total 119

35
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Repeated-measures analysis of time scores on the recall tests
(R1 and R2) is presented in Table 8. Trial effects and trial x treat-
ment interaction were again significant, but a treatment effect was ab-
sent in this case. Examination of mean scores on the recall tests in
Table 5 reveals a reduction in mean time on the retention test for all

treatments, with Treatment IR again showing the highest immediate test
time and the greatest drop over the retention interval.

Table 9 presents the results of a similar analysis applied to
time scores on the deductive-proof tests (DP1 and EP2). Neither the
treatment effect nor the trial x treatment interaction effect reached
statistical significance in this case. However, all treatments showed

a significant drop in mean test time over the retention interval, as in
the previous analyses. The mean of the IF group was highest on the imme-

diate performance test, as before, and again dropped to the level reached
by the other treatments on the retention tests. The drop for the IR
group was over eleven minutes. One of the remaining groups (IF) dropped

over four minutes, while the remaining four dropped two minutes or less
in mean time. Despite these differential reductions in mean test times
over the retention interval, the trial x treatment interaction effect
failed to reach statistical significance (.05 p .10).

Since significant differences due to treatments were present in
the analysis of mean total time (Table 6), and three of the four trial x

treatment interactions so far considered were also significant, the fol-
lowing analysis was performed to gain more information about treatment
effects. Rather than summing together the immediate and retention time

scores as done in the repeated-measures analysis, each of the three imme-

diate tests and each of the three retention tests were considered sepa-
rately. A one -way analysis of variance was performed on each of these

six time scores. The results of the analyses are presented in Table 10.

Inspection of this table reveals that significant treatment effects were
found on the immediate true-false and the immediate deductive -proof tests,

but not on the recall tests. All such differences on time scores due to

treatment effects had disappeared by the time of the retention tests.

MSS, Ax..a144
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Table 8

Analysis of Variance of Performance Times under Six

Experimental Treatments using Recall Tests

141 and R2 as Separate Trials

Source df
Mean
Square

F p

Between treatments 5 6.51 - NS

Between Ss in

same group
524*

6.57

Total between Ss 59

Between trials 1 63.07 21.82 <.01

Interaction: trials x

treatments 5 7.66 2.65 <.05

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials 54 2.89

Total within Ss 60

Total 119

37
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Table 9

,Analysis of Variance of Performance Times under Six

Experimental Treatments using Deductive-proof Tests

DP1and DP2 as Separate Trials

Source df
Mean
Square

F p

Between treatments 5 183.74 1.85 NS

Between Ss in

same group 511'.
99.42

Total between Ss 59

Between trials 1 288.30 6.71 <.05

Interaction: trials x

'treatments 5 94.40 2.19 NS

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials 54 42.92

Total within Ss 60

Total 119

38
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A summary of the results of analyses of time scores on performance

tests is as follows. Mean time scores in general showed consistent and

significant reductions between the immediate and the retention forms of

the various criterion tests. Experimental treatments-produced signifi-

cant effects on the immediate true-false test times and the immediate

deductive-proof test times, with Treatment IR consistently showing high-

est mean times. No significant treatment effects were found on the imme-

diate recall test.

All such effects attributable to treatments disappeared over the

retention interval. Several significant trial x treatment interaction

effects were noted in the repeated-measures analyses. These differences

appear to be due to the marked drop in mean time over the retention inter-

val which characterized Treatment IR.

4.12. Analysis of Error Scores

Error scores, like time scores, were available both on the responses

made during the learning program and responses made during the immediate

and retention performance tests. The results of analyses of these scores

is presented in the next two sections.

4.121. Program Errcrs. In all treatments except the implicit-response

(IR) condition, Ss recorded their responses to each item as they pro-

ceeded through the program. Such responses were scored as correct or

incorrect. A summary of these error scores is presented in Table 11.

It will be recalled that the Initial Program consisted of 72 items, and

the Formal Program consisted of 125 items. However, the Initial Program

contained more items calling for more than one response than did the For-

mal Program. In view of this, it appeared that the total number of res-

ponses represented matters more accurately than the total number of items.

A count of total responses required in each program was made. The Initial

Program called for 189 responses; the Formal Program called for 151 res-

ponses. These figures were used to compute "per cent errors per response"

in Table 11.

Inspection of Table 11 reveals that almost twice as many errors

were made under Treatment RC as under Treatment MC. This appears to be

in line with a common finding that it is more difficult to construct a

response correctly than it is to recognize such a response (e.g., Luh,

C.
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Table 10

Summary of Variance Analyses of Times Spent on

Three Immediate and Three Retention Performance Tests

Score F (for 5 and 54 df)

TF1 4.50 ( .01

TF2 0.74 NS

El 1.56 NS

R2 1.23 NS

DP1 3.36 <:.05

DP2 0.88 NS

1#o



Table 11

Mean Errors and Mean Per Cent Errors per Response on the

Learning Programs for Five Experimental Treatmentsa

Mean

Treatment

Initial Programb Formal Progrome

RC MC IF FP FP+

Errors 34.3 18.1 30.7 25.9 17.1

% errors

per response 18.1 9.5 16.2 17.1 11.3

°Errors under Treatment IR are not available since
Ss did not record their responses.

b189 responses in 72 items.

0151 responses in 125 items.
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1922). It does not appear that providing immediate confirmation of indi-

vidual responses (Treatment IF) reduces to any marked degree the total

learning errors as compared with a delayed-confirmation treatment (RC).

For the two Formal Program treatments (FP and FP+), provision

of a "memory storage" device in the form of a review card appears to

decrease learning errors somewhat. This seems reasonable since such a

review card should provide Ss with an additional prompt to increase the

probability of correct responding to review items lathe program.

Treatment RC and Treatment FP both involved the same sort of

response composition, although each employed a different form of the

experimental program. Per cent errors per response is approximately

the same for the two treatments. It appears that construction of pro-

grams by formal techniques (Formal Program) produces approximately the

same percentage of learning errors as produced by the Initial Program.

In summary, composition of responses in Treatment RC produced

almost twice as many learning errors as did making multiple-choice re-

sponses in Treatment MC. No particular reduction in number of errors was

made by providing immediate feedback for composed responses under Treat-

ment IF. Provision of a review card to prompt responses to the Formal

Program reduced the number of learning errors. Error rate for composed

responses was about the same for Initial and Formal Programs.

4.122. Immediate and Retention Error Scores. Each of the three immediate

performance tests and each of the three parallel retention tests contained

fifteen items, making a total of 90 items for each S. Upon completion of

the experiment, each of the items was graded as being correct or incorrect,

and the errors on each test were totaled and used as the index of per-

formance on that test. Table 12 presents the mean error scores for each

of the six treatment groups on each of the six performance tests. Means

of the total number of errors for the three immediate and three retention

tests are also presented, as well as mean total error for 811 six per-

formance tests combined.

The method of analysis of error scores proceeded in the same

manner as the analysis of time scores. The immediate and retention tests

were treated as separate trials, and a repeated-measures analysis of

variance of both total scores and scores made on the three types of per-

formance tests separately was made.

;I 7,7 , avrf *6-11,10. -1,0,11,
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Table 12

Mean Error Scores on Each of Six Performance Tests

for Each of the Six Experimental Treatments

Score
Treatment

Re MC in IF FP FP+

TF1 5.4 5.8 6.5 6.2 6.o 5.2

TF2 3.4 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8 4.9

R1 3.2 4.9 3.9 4.1 4.6 4.o

R2 4.2 5.6 4.o 4.8 6.2 3.9

DP1 8.1 9.9

DP2 7.7 9.6

TF1+R1 +DP1 16.7 20.6

TF2+R2+DP2 15.3 18.9

Total Errors 32.0 39.5

7.8 7.9 7.5

7.7 7.8 8.2

18.2 18.2 18.1

15.4 16.3 18.2

33.6 34.5 36.3

6.5

7.1

15.7

15.9

31.6

t,r1-0", -*raw 3;,,,* a =yN .r M.
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Table 13 presents an analysis of total immediate and retention

error scores. The only effect to reach statistical significance was that

due to trials. It is interesting to note that the total number of errors

made after a one-week retention interval (1000 errors) was less than the

total number of errors made immediately after the learning session (1075

errors).

With respect to other effects, it appears that experimental treat-

ments had little effect on error score, either as a primary source of

variation or in combination with trials as a trial x treatment inter-

action. In light of the marked effect of treatments on time scores, this

was a most surprising result. A discussion of these findings taken to-

gether is presented in Section 4.2.

Further analyses were made of error scores by separating the true-

false, recall, and deductive-proof scores. Analysis of error scores from

the true-false test (TF1 and TF2) is given in Table 14. The result here

is essentially the same as in the previous analysis. Again the only main

effect to reach significance is that attributable to trials. As before,

the number of errors made after the retention interval (232) was signi-

ficantly less than the number made on the immediate test (351). Effects

due to treatments and interaction effects were negligible.

Analysis of the recall tests (111 and R2) is presented in Table 15.

Treatment and trial x treatment effects were again absent. The only source

of variation to produce a significant p-value was that due to trials.

Here, however, the previous finding was reversed. Significantly more

errors (287) were made after the retention interval than at the time of

the immediate performance test (247). This effect was opposite in direc-

tion from that of the true-false and total scores, where significantly

more errors were made before the retention interval. A discussion

of this differential performance after the retention interval is presented

in Section 4.2.

The last analysis is that of the deductive-proof scores (DP1 and

DP2). It is presented in Table 16. il4me, no significant differences

due to any of the testable sources of variation were found. Treatment

and trial x treatment effects were absent as before. For the first time,

however, no effect due to trails was found. The total number of immediate

errors (477) on the deductive-proof tests was virtually the same as the

total number made on the retention test (481). As a result, variation
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Table 13

Analysis of Variance of Error Scores under Six

Experimental Treatments using Total Immediate

and Total Retention Tests as Separate Trials

,M1111'

Source . df
Mean
Square

Between treatments 5 43.67 NS

Between Ss in

same group 21% 112.92

Total between Ss 59

Between trials 1 46.88 7.51 e.01

Interaction: trials x

treatments 5 6.97 1.11 NS

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials 6.24

Total within Ss 60

Total 119

="4..w
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Table 14

Analysis of Variance of Error Scores under Six

Experimental Treatments using True-false Tests

TF1 and TF2 as Separate Trials

Source df
Mean
Square

F p

Between treatments 5 1.31 NS

Between Ss in

same group 2L4 6.32

Total between Ss 59

Between trials 1 118.01 56.20 <,.01

Interaction: trials x

treatments 5 3.83 1.82 NS

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials 2.10

Total within Ss 6o

Total 119
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Table 15

Analysis of Variance of Error Scores under Six

Experimental. Treatments using Recall Tests

R2 and R2 as Separate Trials

Source df
Mean
Square

F p

Between treatments 5 l0.42 NS

Between Ss in

same group 12.73

Total between Ss 59

Between trials 1 13.33 10.58 -1/2.01

Interaction: trials x

treatments 5 1.89 1.50 NS

Interaction: pooled

Ss x trials 24

Total within S9 60

Total 119

*4-ernt,,U-
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In summary,. it is interesting to note that three types of per-

formance tests were employed, and each type produced different results

over the retention interval. The true-false test showed significantly

less errors after one week; the recall test showed significantly more

errors after one week; the deductive-proof test showed no significant

change in error score after one week. In no case were significant effects

due to experimental treatments or due to an interaction between trials

and treatments found for error scores.

4.13. Properties of the Criterion Measures

One of the purposes of the present problem was to develop a satis-

factory set of criterion measures of the behavior learned in the programs.

As such, the measures used should be reliable and should discriminate

between different levels of performance. The results of analyses of

such properties are presented next.

4.131. Reliability. Table 17 presents both split-half and test-retest

reliability coefficients for total immediate and total retention error

scores. With respect to the split-half reliabilities, nine of the

twelve coefficients are 0.92 or above, and all twelve are 0.84 or above.

These findings indicate that the reliability of both the immediate and

retention measures developed in this study are quite satisfactory for

experimental purposes.

Inspection of the test-retest (immediate-retention) score relia-

bilities reveals that one coefficient is 0.66, but the remaining relia-

bilities range from 0.88 to 0.98. Such findings support the position

that the immediate and retention tests can be treated as separate trials

on the same task, thus justifying repeated- measures analyses.

4.132. Dispersion. A ectietactory '.:%:..asivrIng Instrument should permit

discrimination between the various objects or events to which it is

applied. A performance test on which all Ss got perfect scores or got

no correct responses, andhence provided no range or dispersion, would

obviously be unsatisfactory. Table 18 presents ranges and standard devi-

ations of total immediate and total retention error scores of the six

experimental treatments in the; present study. Such ranges in scores is

taken as evidence that the measures developed for the present study are

sufficiently sensitive to dlsorimlnate botwoen different levels of
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Table 17

Split-halfa and Test-Retest Reliability Coefficients on

Total Immediate (TF1+R1 +DP1) and Total

Retention (TF2+R2+DP2) Error Scores

Treatment

Reliability Coefficients

Split-half: Split-half: Immediate-

TF1+Rl+DP1 TF2+R2+rP2 Retention

RC .96 .93 .95

MC .92 .84 .66

IR .92 .94 .88

IF .96 .94 .90

FP .96 .85 .98

FP+ .85 .93 .92

.11

aReliability coefficient of whole test, calculated by
applying the Spearman-Brown formula to the correlation
between odd and even halves.

Ink
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Table 18

Ranges and Standard Deviations of Total Immediate

and Total Retention Error Scores for

Each of Six Experimental Treatments

Treatment
Immediate: TF1+R1 +Del Retention: TF2+R2+DF2

High SoreHigh id" Range S.D.
Score

Range S.D.
Score Score

RC 28 6 22 8.6 28 5 23 7.3

MC 31 9 22 7.7 26 12 14 5.1

IR 26 4 22 6.6 22 3 19 6.6

IF 32 3 29 9.1 27 2 25 7.8

FP 31 2 29 9.2 29 4 25 6.4

FP+ 24 4 20 8.2 28 3 25 7.8
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criterion performance.

4.14. Subject Characteristics and Performance

In addition to time and performance scores, several other measures

of a more qualitative nature were available on each S for analysis.

Analyses of the effect of sex, mathematical experience, and college class

on performance are presented in this section.

4.14. Sex. In all, 27 males and 33 female Ss participated in the present

study. To investigate the possible relevance of the sex variable on per-

formance, the following analysis was made. Each S's total error score

was taken as the overall index of his test performance. Absence of any

detectable effect due to treatments appeared to justify pooling treatments

together. Scores were then divided into two groups on the basis of sex.

The mean of the male group (35.1 errors) was tested against the mean of

the female group (34.1 errors) using a one-way analysis of variance. The

result is presented in TLble 19. As would be predicted from two such

similar means, no significant difference in error scores attributable

to sex was found.

4.142. Mathematical Experience. Records were available on the number

of high-school and college mathematics courses which each S had taken.

The total number of courses in mathematics which each S had taken was

used as an index of "mathematical experience." These scores in turn were

correlated with total error scores on all six performance tests. Again,

absence of significant treatment effects seemed to justify pooling the

six treatments. The overall correlation coefficient between mathematical

experience and total error score was-0.11. Apparently little relation-

ship exists between performance measures and extent of mathematical

experience as indexed by number of courses in mathematics that a S had

attended.

4.143. College Class. An attempt was made in recruiting to take only

freshman and sophomore level Ss. However, scheduling difficulties neces-

sitated the inclusion of several juniors, seniors and special-classes

students. To check the possibility that college experience per se might

be relevant to performance, GL-4 2 analysis of total error scores was made.

Ss were divided above ana below the =dial) error score, and then cross-

classified as to college class. The results are given in Table 20. The

obtained ;Y. 2 value of 2.99 is not significant for 4 degrees of freedom.



Table 19

Analysis of Variance for Differences

in Total Error Score Due to Sex

df Mean Score

Total 59

Sex 1 15.6

Error 58 216.5
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In summary, three analyses were made to determine the extent of

the relationship between criterion performance on a task in symbolic

logic and characteristics of Ss such as sex, mathematical experience,

and college class. No such relationships were found. This appears to

be evidence for the general suitability of the chosen task for experi-

mental purposes.

4.15. The Attitude Questionnaire

A questionnaire was administered after the learning programs to

check the possibility that the experimental treatments had differential

effects on the attitudes of Ss toward certain aspects of this technique

of learning. The results of analyses of responses made to three items

on the questionnaire are presented below.

The first item sampled the attitude of Ss toward taking a course

.which would employ a learning program. To check the possibility that

the experimental treatments themselves might affect such an attitude,

a 1..2 analysis was made. The "definitely like" and the "like somewhat"

categories, as well as the "dislike somewhat" and "definitely dislike"

categories were combined to insure adequate expected values for the cells

in Table 21. The obtained ;?..2 value of 2.99 was not significant for 10

degrees of freedom.

A similar',2analysis was performed to see if any relationship

was present between experimental treatments and ratings by Ss as to

whether they thought they could have learned "better, the same, or not as

well" by more conventional methods of presentation. AX 2
value of 10.59

was not significant for 10 degrees of freedom. The analysis is presented

in Table 22.

In order to assess the attitude of the students toward the amount

of review in the program,' they were asked to judge whether the amount of

review was "too much, about right, or too little." Results are presented

in Table 23. Again, an obtained X.2 value of 15.63 for 10 degrees of

freedom did not reach significance.

In summary, the six experimental treatments employed in the present

study produced no significant effect on Ss' attitudes toward the follow-

ing factors: (a) taking a course employing programmed learning; CO

effectiveness of program presentation as compared with conventional pre-

sentation of material; and (c) adequacy of amount of review in the learn-

ing programs.
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Table 20

Contingency Table Presenting the Relationship

Between College Class and Total Error Score

on Six Performance Tests

Class Number of Total Errors Total
0-36 37:65-

Freshman 9 8 17

Sophomore 13 11 24

Junior 6 5 11

Senior 1 5 6

Other 1 1 2

Total 30 30 60

*.f 2 = 2.99. This value is not significant for 4 degrees
of freedom.

Table 21

2 Analysis of the Relationship Between Experimental

Treatment and Attitude toward Taking

a Course Using Programmed Learning

Treatment
Attitude Total

RC MC IR IF FP FP+

Like 4 4 8 5 6 7 34

Indifferent 2 3 1 1 0 1 8

Dislike 4 3 1 4 4 2 18

Total 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

z 2 = 2.99. This value is not significant for 10 degrees
of freedom.

,
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Table 22

-A. 2 Analysis of the Relation Between Experimental

Treatment and Rating of Being Able to Learn

"Better, About the Same, or Not as Well" by

Textbook Presentation of the Some Material

Rating

Treatment

RC MC IR IF FP FP+
Total

Better 6 7 3 6 4 7 33

About the

some 1 2 5 3 1 2 14

Not as

well as 2 1 2 1 5 1 12

Total 9a 10 10 10 10 10 59

= 10.59. This value is not significant for 10 degrees

of freedom.

aOne S in Treatment RC did not mark this item on the ques-

tionnaire.
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Table 23

7.2 Analysis of the Relation Between Experimental

Treatment and Rating of the Amount of Review as Being

"Too Much, About Right, or Too Little"

Rating

Treatment

RC MC IR IF

Too much 2 0 3 2

About right 4 2 3 5

Too little 3 7 4 3

Total 9a 9a 10 10

Total

FP FP+

2 2 11

3 8 25

5 0 22

10 10 58

2
= 15.63. This value is not significant for 10 degrees

of freedom.

aTwo Ss did not mark this item on the questionnaire.

sfuwlps



11.2. Discussion

This section will be developed in the following manner. First,

the implications of the findings of this study for the field of verbal

learning will be discussed. Following this, some suggestions for appli-

cation of these results in the area of programming technology will be

presented. Finally, aspects of a standard learniag program in symbolic

logic for experimental investigations in verbal learning will be developed.

One very general statement can be made concerning the six experi-

mental treatments selected for the present study. With respect to sta-

tistical significances obtained, the effect of the experimental treat-

ments was on time scores but not on error scores. Treatment effects on

time scores were present both in learning time and in time spent on

criterion performance measures. Treatment effects on error scores,

however, in no case approached significance, either on immediate per-

formance scores or on the retention scores.

Keeping in mind that all treatments produced essentially the some

criterion performance, consider the effect of such treatments on learning

time spent on the programs. Ss making no written responses to the Initial

Program (Treatment IR) finished in about twenty minutes less time, on the

average, than did the two groups who composed their response to the For-

mal Program (FP and FP+). Mean completion times for these two groups

were practically the same. The three remaining treatments (MC, IF, and

RC), all requiring a written response to the Initial Program, produced

learning times from about fifteen to twenty-five minutes longer than the

two Formal-Program treatments. The Initial Program contained fewer itvls

(72) than did the Formal Program (125). However, the number of individ-

ual responses called for by the Initial Program (189) was more than the

number in the Formal Program (151).

With respect to the four Initial Program treatments, it appears

that by allowing implicit responding, Ss can complete their programs in

about 65 percent o± the time taken by Ss who must record some overt com-

position or multiple - choice response. This finding of less time for
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implicit responding is consistent with results obtained by Evans, Glaser,

and Homme (1960) using a program which presented fundamentals of music.

With respect to the two Formal Program treatments (FP and FP+),

availability of a review card apparently had almost no effect on mean

time to complete the program. One interpretation might be that Ss under

FP+ spent little time using the review card. Two factors indicate that

this was not the case. First, informal observations by E during experi-

mental sessions revealed frequent use of the review card by Ss. Second,

on the attitude questionnaire, eight of the ten Ss under Treatment FP+

indicated that they found the card "very helpful" or "extremely helpful."

The other two Ss were observed to make use of the card, but they did not

record a comment on its usefulness. Since the FP+ group did spend time

using the review card, and yet took about the some total time as did. the

FP group, the inference can be made that the review card must have in-

creased to some degree the rate of the FP+ group on the program itself.

Additional treatment effects were in evidence on the time scores

on the performance tests. Examination of these time scores reveals two

facts: (a) the implicit-response group, who took from twenty to fifty

minutes less learning time than the other treatments, consistently took

more time on each of the three immediate performance tests; and (b) all

such differences in performance times between IR and the other groups dis-

appeared by the time of the retention tests. All treatments showed con-

sistent drops in completion time for all tests over the retention inter-

val, and such drops were statistically significant. The reduction in

mean time for the IR groups was always greater than the corresponding re-

ductions for the other groups. On total immediate and total retention

performance time, for example, the mean time of the IR group dropped al-

most twenty minutes over the interval, while mean time of the other five

groups were dropping two tc, seven minutes. Such differences in magnitude

Of drop appears to account for the observed trial x treatment interaction

effects.

Before contrasting the results obtained on time scores with those

obtained on errors scores, a brief review of the error-score findings is

in order. Analysis of error scores revealed: (a) no detectable effects

on criterion performance due to treatments, either on the immediate or

on the retention measures; and (b) differential retention effects as a

yr,
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function of the type or performance measure employed. Considering time

and error scores together, the following picture of the effects of the

six experimental treatments in the present study emerges.

By allowing Ss to respond implicitly to program items which pre-

sented correct responses at the bottom of such items (Treatment IR),

marked reductions in learning times can be obtained with no significant

decrement in immediate or retention performance as indexed by error

scores. Ss in this treatment apparently took time to "warm up" to overt

responding on the performance tests, as reflected in longer immediate

performance times for this group. In any event, such increased times

to complete the performance measures were not accompanied by increased

errors, and the treatment effect on time had disappeared by the end of

the retention measure one week later.

Now consider the time and error scores on the two Formal Program

treatments (FP and FP-0. Results indicate that treatments involving

overt responding to a formally-constructed program can produce, in less

learning time, criterion performance comparable to that produced by

treatments involving overt responses to a less systematic program. Pro-

vision of a "memory storage" device for review purposes during the

learning session reduced both learning errors and criterion errors, but

the reduction in the latter was not significant. The presence of a re-

view device during learning apparently had no systematic effect on per-

formance times.

Ss making multiple-choice responses to program items (Treatment

MC) had somewhat less learning time and somewhat more performance errors

than Ss who composed their answers in full to the same program.

Finally, provisions for "immediate feedback" following composed

responses to the Initial Program (Treatment IF) appeared to have little

effect on learning time and learning errors, as compared with a treat-

ment which delayed such feedback from about thirty seconds to five minutes

(Treatment RC). The group receiving immediate confirmation of responses

made slightly more errors and took more time on the performance measures

than the group whose confirmation of responses was delayed until com-

pletion of an item.

A satisfactory discussion of the obtained finding must account

for the observed differences in time scores and the absence of such dif-
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ferences in error scores, as well as the differential retention results

found for the different types of performance measures. Differences in

time scores due to treatments will be presented first.

With respect to time scores, the most pronounced effects were

associated with Treatment IR. As far as learning time, it is not sur-

prising that it takes longer to compose a response, record it, and then

check it than it does to compose the response and to check it without

recording. Also, on more difficult items, Ss responding implicitly

could prompt themselves with the correct answer immediately, while Ss

responding overtly had to produce and record their response in the ab-

sence of such a prompt. On performance times, Ss who had been responding

overtly continued such overt behavior, while implicit-responding Ss were

writing out symbols, rules, and proofs for the first time on the criter-

ion tests. Apparently this lack of overt practice delayed times on imme-

diate tests. Such a practice session was adequate, apparently, to bring

this rate of overt responding up to that of the other groups, as indicated

in retention times.

As for the five overt-responding treatments, it will be recalled

that the two Formal. Program groups took less learning time, but also had

less total responses to make than the three remaining Initial Program

treatments. Without pressing the problem of the size of a verbal re-

sponse unit too far, it can be stated that all five overt-response treat-

ments averaged very close to 1.5 responses per minute, as compared with

A2.3 responses per minute for the implicit-response group. In thisJight,

the Formal Program groups appear to be responding at approximately the

same overall rate as the Initial Program groups during the learning phase.

Performance times for these treatments are quite similar for all six per-

formance tests, with the possible exception of Treatment IF. On the

immediate true-false and deductive-proof tests, Ss in this group took

somewhat more time than Ss in the four other overt-response groups.

The consistent and significant drop in performance time over the

retention interval will be discussed in connection with retention error

scores.

Two premises of modern learning theory are that organisms learn

by doing and that organisms learn best whcn correct responses are fol-

lowed by immediate confirmation or feedback. (Estes, 1960). In. the

'40 In, 4.. AdMkra
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present study, Ss learned an overt task while responding implicitly, and

delays in confirmation up to five minutes had little effect on criterion

performance. The following discussion is an attempt to account for these

anomalous results, and to point out what this writer considers to be a

fundamental difference between programmed and non-programmed approaches

to the study of verbal learning.

Classical techniques for the investigation of verbal learning

are characterized by the precautions taken to prevent learning from

occurring. Nonsense-syllable lists are standardized for low-association

value; concept-formation problems contain irrelevant stimulus dimensions;

problem-solving tasks are selected for their novelty. As a consequence,

a characteristic of the initial stages of such learning is the number of

response errors. For any increase in the probability of correct re-

sponding to occur, differential feedback as to the adequacy of such re-

sponses is obviously necessary.

In a learning program, however, the attempt is made to arrange a

series of stimuli so that successive responses have a high probability

of being correct from the beginning. As the learning progresses, the

supporting stimuli or prompts are "faded" or withdrawn, but only at such

a rate that correct responses continue to be emitted. At the termination

of an "ideal" program, criterion responses should be under the control

of the minimum set of stimuli which set the occasion for such responses.

Now consider the behavior of a literate adult S as he proceeds

through such a program. If it is true that the stimulus portion of each

item sets up a high probability that he will emit a correct verbal re-

sponse, the problem of channeling such a response into any number of

modalities is almost trivial. That is, if a S is adequately prepared to

emit a verbal response such as "Lincoln," the correlation of responses

will be almost perfect whether he is required to write it, type it, say

it aloud, recognize it from a, list, or write it with his toe in the send.

In the same vein, immediate confirmation of such a response should cease

to be a critical factor, since S has, as it were, already confirmed the

correctness of such a response himself. Evidence in support of this

latter point is indicated by observations that Ss did not always turn to

the back of items to ascertain the oorroctness of certain responses. Such

1
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items were presumably those on which Ss were confident as to the adequacy

of their responses.

The preceding discussion might be generalized as follows: the

relevance of variables such as response mode and immediacy of confirma-

tion is inversely related to the probability of correct responding. That

is, in situations in which correct responses have low probability, factors

such as overt responding and immediate feedback are more critical than in

situations in which probabilities of correct responding are high. The

absence of significant effects on error scores of the four "mode-of-

response" treatments (Re, MC, IR, and IF) in the present study is clearly

in line with this hypothesis. Also in line are the results of an earlier

study of overt versus implicit responding (Evans, Glaser, and Homme, 1960)

in which no differences in performance were found following a program on

fundamentals of music. Such a hypothesis would also account for the fail-

ure of Silberman and Coulson (1959) to obtain significant differences

between composition and multiple-choice responding to an elementary psy-

chology program.

For non-programmed situations such as serial, paired -associate,

or multiple-choice learning in which initial correct-response probabili-

ties are low, a prediction of the relevance dffactors such as immediacy

of feedback would be made. Results of a paired-associate study by

Saltzman (1951), in which a 6-second delay increased the number of trials

to criterion by 50 percent, follow from this hypothesis. A previously

mentioned study by Little (1934), in which a multiple-choice machine was

used to provide knowledge of results, also confirms the necessity for

immediate feedback while learning non-programmed material.

With respect to retention scores, it is interesting to note that

there are three logical possibilities that a significance test of such

scores can produce. Scores after a retention interval may be signifi-

cantly better, they may be significantly worse, or they may not change

significantly. Three different types of performance tests were used in

the present investigation. True-false, recall, and deductive-proof tests

were administered at the end of the learning session, and then parallel

forms of each of these three tests were administered one week later. On

the true-false test, error scores decreased significantly over the reten-

tion interval. On the simple recall tests, error scores increased signi-

4 *.***Ad 1,1 g*-* 4** **, 11. .:tea 'ddd d
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ficantly over the retention interval. Finally, on the test calling for

short deductive proofs, total scores after the retention interval were

virtually the same as on the original test. It is apparent that the

different types of tests showed differential effects over the one-week

period. We will now consider in more detail some of the possible reasons

for these effects.

As for the true-false tests, it should be pointed out that no practice

was given in the programs on the specific behavior of classifying ex-

amples as being correct or incorrect instances of a logical rule. Not

until the Ss reached this test itself were they required to deal with a

series of possibly false examples. This proved to be a difficult task as

evidenced by the large number of errors made on this test. Some Ss even

scored below chance level on this fifteen-item exam. It is conceivable,

however, that practice on this type of test isgood preparation for

future tests of the same type. This may account for the sizeable drop

over the retention interval in the number of total errors (351 down to

232). The poor immediate performance on the true-false test may imply

that to produce effective behavior on exams of the true-false and multiple-

choice types, the program itself must provide specific practice on such

items.

The second test in the series required Ss to recall a rule,

given its name, and apply it to one or more given steps. On the retention

tests the total number of errors increased from 247 to 287, or an average

of about 0.67 errors per S. However, the high correlation between imme-

diates and retention scores resulted in this increase in errors reaching

statistical significance, since the experimental design permitted removal

of variability due to Ss.

On the deductive-proof test, the increase in total errors after

the retention interval was negligible (477 to 481). This increase failed

of course to reach statistical significance. It might be noted that the

deductive-proof test also involved recall and application of the logical

rules, as did the recall test itself. In many instances, however, Ss

were able to apply a certain rule correctly in constructing a proofeven

though they had been unable to recall and apply the same rule when its

name was given. Apparently Ss sometimes remembered the operations in-

volved in a rule but had difficulty in recalling the name.for that opera-
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tion. This would account for the slight but significant increase in

errors when the operations had to be recalled, given only the name, as

in the recall test. The fact that ability to perform the operations in-

volved in a rule suffered no particular loss over the retention interval

is reflected in the similarity between immediate and retention performance

on the deductive-proof test.

Considering the retention data together, it appears that there is

no marked decrement in performance over the retention interval) even

though in the recall test an average increase of less than one error per

S proved to be statistically significant. The decrease in true-false

error scores over the interval is perhaps attributable to the practice

effect received in taking the immediate true-false test, a type of per-

formance not practiced in the program itself.

Absence of any pronounced increase in the number of retention

errors indicates that the behavior produced by the learning programs was

present in approximately the same strength after the one-week interval.

If this was the case, then the facilitating effect of having taken three

very similar immediate tests should reduce the completion times on the

retention tests. The finding of consistent and significant reductions

in completion times over the retention interval are evidence for this

conclusion.

In summary, the chief implication of the results of the present

study for the area of verbal learning is as follows. Failure to obtain

performance decrements. attributable to variables such as non-overt re-

sponding and delay of feedback necessitated a re-examination of the nature

of such variables in programmed learning. A. distinction was made'between

situations in which probabilities of correct response were high throughout

the learning period and situations with low initial probabilities of

correct responding (e.g., nonsense-syllable lists, concept formation).

It was hypothesized that the relevance of variables such as response mode

and immediacy of confirmation was inversely related to the probability of

correct responding. Results of both programmed and non-programmed verbal

learning studies which support this conclusion were pointed out.

Some implications of the present investigation for the area of

"program technology" will now be presented.
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The main result of this study of import for programming method-

ology was the demonstration that specifiable sequences of "standard"

item-types (e.g., rule-example-incomplete-example) can produce, in less

learning time, the same level of criterion performance as programs con-

structed according to less formal principles and procedures. Such results,

if confirmed by other studles in other topics, could lead eventually to

procedures for programming knowledge for humans which are as rigorous and

systematic as programming procedures for digital computers.

More immediately, the ease with which items can be added to the

Formal Program could be used to expand it to improve criterion perform-

ance. Of the programming variables reported in the literature, the "size-

of-step" variable has been most consistently related to improving perform-

ance (Evans, Glaser, and Homme, 1960; Silberman and Coulson, 1959). Since

the two Formal Program groups (FP and FP+) had learning times from twenty

to thirty minutes less than the three overt-responding Initial Program

groups (MC, IF, and RC), such time could be used to present additional

items..

Another procedure for increasing the number of items in a pro-

gram is associated with the finding of significantly less time for the

implicit-response treatment (IR). Again, since savings in time can be

accomplished without performance decrement by allowing implicit respon-

ses, programs could be expanded so that total learning time is approxi-

mately the same as for overt-response treatments. For the present task

a combination of an expanded Formal Program with implicit responding

should permit learning time to be reduced by one -half as compared with

overt responding to the Initial Program. Under these circumstances a

large number of additional items or steps could be added without increas-

ing the average learning time over the somewhat arbitrary two-hour time

limit.

A disadvantage of allowing implicit responding for programming

research is that S leaves no record of his responses. As Skinner (1958)

has pointed out, a salient feature of learning programs is the progres-

sive modification and improvement following analyses of recorded re-

sponses. In the developmental phase of a program, the necessity for re-

cording S's responses still remains. After.a program is producing satis-
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factory criterion behavior, it may be desirable to require recorded re-

sponses to some items but to permit implicit responding to the remaining

items. If such a procedure produced no performance decrements, appre-

ciable savings in completion times may be gained without loss of assur-

ance that S is responding correctly. In addition, the reduced number of

recorded responses would consume less space and perhaps permit simplifi-

cation of the device which receives such recorded responses.

Another result that has possible implications for program tech-

nology comes from a comparison of response-composition (RC) and multiple-

choice (MC) responding to the Initial program. Total performance errors

under Treatment MC were 25 percent greater than total performance errors

under Treatment RC. Because of large within-group variability such dif-

ferences are not statistically significant, but a mean difference of 7.5

errors per S between the treatments deserves some comment. Such a dif-

ference favoring composed or constructed responses would be predicted by

Skinner (1958), who states that incorrect multiple-choice answers on an

item may compete with the correct response. However, if the hypothesis

relating correct-response probabilities and mode of response holds, it

would follow that as the probabilities of correct responding on a program

increase as the program is successively improved, response-mode differ-

ences should decline. For the present program, low correct-response

probabilities were present on later items, as evidenced by incorrect

responses made by many Ss. In this case it is possible that response-

competition and interference effects on MC items did occur, with conse-

quent performance errors. As the present program is expanded and im-

proved, the difference in mean number of errors between RC and MC treat-

ments should decline.

A brief comment is also in order as to the effect of the "memory

storage" device used in Treatment FP+. This treatment involving the

Formal Program plus the use of a review card containing the logical rules,

produced the fewest total performance errors of the six treatments studied.

It is interesting to note that Ss on the same program without the card (FP)

mad. .15 percent more total performance errors, and about 50 percent more

learning errors than the FP+ group. Again, within-group variability pre-

vented the differences in performance between these two groups from being
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statistically significant. However, the fact that provision of a summary

type prompting device reduced both learning and performance errors de-

serves further study.

With respect to the implications of the present investigation,

several interesting possibilities arise. Since delay of confirmation

from thirty seconds to five minutes resulted in no significant performance

decrement, what would happen if such confirmation were withheld altogether?

If the previous analysis of situations involving high correct-response

probabilities is correct, it is possible that satisfactory performance

can be attained without providing confirmation at all. A possible com-

plication here is that such external confirmation may not be necessary for

learning per se but may be necessary to motivate such behavior over the

course of a program. That is, the primary function of the confirming

stimulus may not be the strengthening of the response just emitted. Rather,

such stimuli may serve to maintain such responding until the program is

completed.

Another related variation involves the procedure used in the

implicit-response treatment (IR). It will be recalled that the correct

answers to each item were removed from the context of the item and placed

at the bottom of that item. An alternative procedure would be to leave

such answers and solutions in context. Ss in such a treatment would pre-

sumably make their own implicit responses to items in much the same manner

as they would when studying from a text. Results on performance measures

would indicate whether or not the "blanks" and spaces which signal

responses in a program are necessary to direct the attention of Ss to

the critical aspects of that item.

Another question can be raised with respect to implicit respond-

ing. Much verbal behavior is so complex that Ss appear to need the

stimulus support provided by their own recorded responses to complete

a response correctly. Examples of this would be drawing a complicrAed

electrical circuit or sketching a complex organic compound. When "units"

of behavior of this size constitute the criterion behavior, overt re-

sponding during the learning phases may be necessary. The ease with which

complex problems can be generated for the logic task used in the present

investigation provides a. technique by which the relation between response

..., arom
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complexity and implicit responding could be studied. Examples of prob-

lems of increasing complexity are presented in Appendix C.

The final section of this discussion will be concerned with aspects

of a "standard" learning program in symbolic logic for experimental

investigation of verbal learning.

A brief review of the properties of the programs developed for the

present study will first be presented. With respect to the choice of

symbolic logic as a topic, the advantages of such a task for problem-

solving studies outlined by Moore and Anderson (1954) held equally well

when the task was presented using a learning program. For example, no

assumptions of previous training were made. Of all Ss who participated

in the present study, only one S indicated that he found the task too

difficult and asked to terminate the learning session. As has.been pointed

out, no relationships were observed between performance on the task and

individual variables such as mathematical experience, sex, and college

class. It is possible that some more direct measure of mathematical

ability would correlate with such performance. However, Anderson (1956)

administered a 196-item test following initial instruction on logical .

rules closely resembling those used in the present study, and correlated

these scores with scores on tests of reasoning, creativity, evaluation,

and planning. The highest correlation obtained between such test scores

and performance on the tests involving logical rules was 0.24. Such a

finding mikes it doubtful that any marked reduction imerror variance

will be gained by using matching or regression techniques involving such

variables.

With respect to reliability, the criterion measures developed for

the present investigation proved to be satisfactory. Obtained reliabili-

ties, either by the split-half or test-retest technique, were generally

of the order of 0.90 or above.

The experimental procedure followed in the present study offered

several administrative advantages. First, although the variables inves-

tigated were of the "teaching machine" type, such an investigation was

made without actually employing a hardware device. The experimental

materials used in the present study were inexpensive items such as index

cards, paper, pencils, and stop watches. Second, the nature of the task

was such that total experimental time, including criterion measures, was
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approximately three hours or less. By teaching less rules, on the one

hand, or by calling for more complex proofs, on the other, such a program

could easily be shortened or lengthened to suit individual experimental

purposes. Third, detailed records (including time scores) are available

for analysis, since Ss recorded their responses during the learning

session and on performance measures.

Despite a considerable range in performance for individual Ss,

all Ss demonstrated some degree of proficiency in the task, even after

the one-week retention interval. Several Ss, including some with little

mathematical experience, produced over 90 percent correct criterion re-

sponses. Considering some of the features of the task presented them,

such performance sometimes bordered on the remarkable. Ss had to learn,

in two hours or less, a highly abstract mathematical system, including

the construction of rigorous proofs. No interpretation of the symbols

or rules of the system were given at any time to aid in recall or appli-

cation of the rules. No motivational devices such as those used by Moore

and Anderson (1954) who presented the task as one in "finding a hidden

message" were used. At no time during the performance tests were Ss pro-

vided with any list of rules, examples, or other stimulus supports which

might have prompted their performance. Rather, the effort was to "build

in" the rules so that they could be applied from memory, even after a

retention period of one week. In light of these features, which gave

the whole task a sort of complex "nonsense" character, the fact that

many Ss did fairly well is encouraging. As one S recorded in his ques-

tionnaire, "In a relatively short period of time I was able to learn

material completely unfamiliar and not too interesting and yet I feel

I did reasonably well on the quizzes."

It should be pointed out that in the present study, problem solving

as such was not taught. That is, a graded series of solved problems

were presented to Ss, and incomplete problems were presented which could

be solved by analogy. In general, however, no explicitly stated heuristic

principles to facilitate such solutions were given. Rather, Ss learned

principles to facilitate such solutions were given. Rather, Ss learned

to solve such problems, presumably, by induction from the examples presented..

To the extent that useful heuristic rules are available, however, there

is no reason why such rules cannot be programmod and taught in the same
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systematic manner that logical rules are taught. Newell, Shaw, and

Simon (1958) have programmed certain heuristic principles for digital

computers. The computer then proceeds to prove theorems of the same

type used in the present study. Striking parallels between programming

for computers and programming for humans continue to emerge. If it is

true that programming techniques can reliably "build in" certain problem-

solving sets into humans, a fruitful interchange of principles governing

machine and human heuristics could result.

An allied problem is that of using programming techniques to teach

principles of concept formation. Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) have

pointed out that Ss adopt strategies of varying effectiveness when pre-

sented with concept-formation tasks. Any or alp of these strategies

could be taught using a learning program in which the same strategy is

successively applied to increasingly complex examples as the program pro-

ceeds.

Several differencc.T, are apparent between the programmed and non-

programmed approach to the study of areas such as problem solving or

concept formation. Again, the programmed approach would be character-

ized by a high probability of correct responding from the initial item

of the program. Problem-solving and concept-formation studies, however,

typically begin with low probabilities of correct responses which increase

as the problem is solved or the concept is attained. The approaches are

essentially complementary. For example, the behavior of successful prob-

lem solvers could be analyzed by classical methods, and then an attempt

could be made to produce such behavior in unsuccessful problem-solvers.

However, even expert problem-solving behavior appears to be to some

extent fortuitously determined and unsystematic, and the possibility of

teaching principles more rigorously determined (e.g., an optimal prin-

ciple found for a digital computer) should be kept in mind.

The logical task used in the present investigation involves both

concept formation and problem solving. Learning the manner in which each

of the logical rules operates can be considered as an exercise in concept

formation; learning procedures for combining rules into proofs involves

problem solving. The flexibility of the task permits as much or as little

of each of these types of behavior to be studied as desired.
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The question of generality or transfer of principles learned from

one topic to other topics is a recurrent one. The abstract nature of the

present task, however, has much to recommend it along these lines. It is

unquestionably a paradigm for other topics in mathematics, whether the em-

phasis is on.rigorous proofs or on the solution of problems. The task

also appears to be a paradigm for language behavior, with symbols and

rules having their analogues in vocabulary and syntax.

The discussion of results will conclude with a number of proposed

modifications and applications of the present task for further studies in

verbal learning and program technology.

First, it has been demonstrated that series of specific item

types formally arranged can successfully produce learning. The following

procedure is suggested to take advantage of this fact in facilitating con-

struction of different experimental programs. For each of the logical

rules used in the present study, a number of different item-types should

be prepared. Suggested variations are the rule-example-incomplete-example

type, tta example-incomplete-example type (analogy), the rule-incomplete

example type (deductive), and the example-incomplete-rule type (induc-

tive). Also a number of incomplete-rule and incomplete-example items

should be prepared. Similar items for the rules being applied in pairs,

triplets, and so on should be constructed. The idea is to construct a

set or pool of items a subset of which, ordered according to some selected

principle, would constitute a learning program. Once such a set of items

is constructed, meaningful variations such as learning inductively versus

learning deductively, or optimal spacing of review items, could readily

be tested. For example, in the Formal Program in the present study, it

is possible that Ss developed some sort of response set due to the same

series of item types (rule-example-incomplete-example; incomplete-rule;

incomplete-example) being used for each rule throughout the early part

of the program. That is, if S discriminates this pattern, he could pre-

dict what was coming up on the next item; hence such a response would be

partly under the control of the present item, and .S could overprompt him-

self. To check this, the same basic set of items could be used, but the

incomplete-example items could be offset, for example, so that a different

rule was interspersed before such an item appeared again.

,rn. ry.111 4.1 Jr
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In the present study, no effort wes made to group the rules by

formal or functional classification. Items which pointed out such group-

ings (e.g., "The following three rules all involved changing from one con-

nector to another") could be introduced to check possible facilitating

effects of different classificatory schemes.

Finally, a large number of interesting transfer tasks can be con-

structed for the present topic. For example, after S hes learned to solve

problems successfully, he could be informed of the different interpretations

of the symbols (e.g., "A" means "and"; "-"'" means "not") and be re-

quired to solve verbally stated problems involving propositions rather

than letters. As has been pointed out previously, the calculus of propo-

sitions as presented in the present study has isomorphic relations with

topics such as the calculus of classes, switching circuits, and Boolean

algebra.

,1 41 hl
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5.0. COMMENTS ON THE SENSIVITY OF THE PRESENT DESIGN

TO VARIABILITY IN ERROR SCORES

Several comments are in order with respect to the possible reasons

for absence of significant treatment effects on error scores.

One possible explanation is that the assumption of homogeneity

of variance of error scores within the treatment groups was violated.

However, Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variance (Edwards, 1956),

failed to result in a significant p-value; hence the null hypothesis of

essentially homogeneous within treatment variance was accepted.

It should be pointed out that the college students used in the

present study constitute a restricted sample of the total population of

Ss who might be investigated. Such a restriction in range no doubt served

to attenuate the possibility of discrimination between treatment effects.

If a wider population of Ss were available from which to sample (e.g., by

including junior high and high school Ss in the sample) it is possible

that significant treatment effects might appear. An increase in sample

heterogeneity could result in an increase of error variance but it is

possible that the rate of such increase would be less than the con-

comitant increase in the between-groups variance. However, to the extent

that college students will continue to be used for programming investi-

gations, the critical relevance of variables such as mode of response

appears, from the present results, to be doubtful.

A final point should be made with respect to the difficulty level

of criterion tests. 'lb a certain degree, current psychometric practices

and programming technology are at cross-purposes. Ideally, at the end

of a program, Ss should be able to attain perfect, or near perfect, scores

on tests of the behavior which the program has beencdesigned to produce.

This is not to imply that the learning session should be spent practicing

the specific answers of the criterion measure. It is obvious that the

behavior learned, if the program is successful, should generalize to the

whole class of related behavior. For example, a program which teaches

the solution of quadradic equations should enable S to exhibit near-

perfect performance on an independently constructed set of problems. If

such criterion performance was achieved, however, the curtailment in

range would make it difficult to discriminate between experimental
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treatments. The difference between programming philosophy and

psychometric philosophy can now be seen. If all Ss made perfect scores

on a criterion test, the psychometrician would revise the test. If all

Ss failed to make perfect scores on a criterion test, the programmer

would revise the program. As for the present program, some curtailment

in range may have resulted, with consequent reduction in the sensitivity

of partJ,etilar tests to treatment. effects.
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6.0. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Six independent groups of ten college students each received

learning programs of the "teaching machine" type. The programs were

designed to teach the construction of short deductive proofs involving

fifteen rules in symbolic logic. Two experimental treatments involved

a systematic program in which both the type and sequence of items fol-

lowed the same pattern for each of the rules. Both groups using this

program composed or constructed their answers to each item. One group

did, and one group did not, use areview card containing all the logic ?l

rules. The remaining four treatments used a less systematic program pre-

viously developed. Four different modes, of responding to the items of

the program were used. One group wrote out each of their responses to

items in the program. A second group also composed their answers, but

received immediate knowledge of results on items involving more then one

response. A third group had the correct answer present on the front

of the item and were not required to make an overt written response. A

fourth group selected the correct response from a set of multiple-choice

answers at the bottom of the item.

A true-false test, a test involving recall of each of the rules,

and a test requiring short deductive proofs were constructed to sample

different aspects of the behavior learned. These tests were adminis-

tered after the experimental learning sequence, and three parallel

retention tests were given after a period of one week. An attitude

questionnaire toward the experiment was also administered after the

learning session.

Dependent measures were: time spent on the learning programs,

time spent on the six performance tests, and number of errors made on

the performance tests.

The following conclusions are drawn on the basis of analysis of

the data obtained.

(A) Experimental variations in mode of responding significantly

affect learning time. Ss not required to make an overt written response

to each item can complete a learning program in about 65 percent of the

time required fbr composed or multiple-choice responding.
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(B) Criterion performance in terms of error scores is not signi-

ficantly affected by mode of responding, including no overt responding at

all.

(C) Systematically constructed programs can produce, in less

learning time, criterion performance comparable with that of a less system-

atic program.

(D) Ss who respond non-overtly to learning programs take signi-

ficantly more time on performance tests which immediately follow the pro-

gram than do Ss who make their responses overtly. Such differences in

test-time disappear after a retention period of one week.

CO Differential retention effects were observed as a function

of the type of criterion performance measured. Error scores on true-

false tests decreased significantly; error scores on recall tests showed

slight but significant increases; on tests involving deductive proofs no

significant changes were observed.

(F) No significant relationships are observed between perform-

ance following the programmed learning sequence employed and sex, math-

ematical experience, or college class.

(G) Implications of the results for the area of verbal learning

were discussed. It was hypothesized that the relevance of variables such

as response mode and immediacy of feedback are inversely related to the

probability of correct responding.

(H) Suggestions for the use of programmed techniques for the

investigation of problem-solving and concept-formation behavior were

presented.

(I) Development of a standard learning program for experimenta-

tion in the area of programmed learning was described.
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